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THE NEW GROSS 25-30 WATT STATION

A STATION YOU WILL BR PROUD TO OWN
Complete GROSS Cry3tal Control Station
CW-25 Transmitter Kit $13.95
Power Supply Kit 8.75
Panel Rack and Meter Panel 8.00
Two Moving Coil Surface Type Milliammeters 7.00
Eagle S.W. Receiver 11.95
X cut 80 or 160 -meter Crystal 2.75
Hoyt Hot Wire Antenna Meter 2.95
Antenna Timing ('oriden,er 1.25

The GROSS "CW-25"
Power Supply Kit. . $8.75

Mounted on shrivel finished metal chassis
which matches the "CW-25" transmitter.
Heavy duty power transformer, choices, con-
densers, bleeder, etc. supplied. Uses one '83
rectifier. This unit and the transmitter make
a neat combination as well as an efficient one.

THE GROSS "CW-25" Crystal
Control Transmitter Kit

$13.95

The "C\V-25" transmitter kit due to
its low cost makes it possible for any-
one to own a modern crystal controlled
station. A schematic hook-up and parts
layout sheet as well as tuning instructions
are furnished, thus enabling the most in-
experienced operator to wire and put
the set on the air, for real results. The
'1 W-25" is supplied with a shrivel fin-
ished sturdy metal chassis under which
all parts are mounted, making the wiring
and components dustproof. A plug-in
crystal holder is furnished with the kit.
Only one milliammeter is required for
tuning the transmitter and each stage is
provided with a jack for this purpose.
The "C\V-25" uses one '47 as crystal
oscillator, one '46 as buffer or doubler
and two '46's in the amplifier stage. One
set of three coils is supplied with the
kit for 20, 40, 80 or 160 meter band. Any
additional coils are 75 cents each.

The "EAGLE" Three -Tube
Short Wave Receiver

"Band Spread" over any portion of the tuning
range -only finest material used thruout. Em-
ploys one '32 R.F., one '32 detector and one
'33 Pentode Audio -15 to 200 meters -four
coils supplied. The "EAGLE" is economical -
two dry cells will operate the filaments. See
March or April QST for full description of
this most excellent value in short wave re-
ceivers.
"Eagle" completely wired and tested $11.96
Three tubes tested in your receiver $3.00

Guaranteed Tubes
Gross 210 Thoriated filament $1.49
866 Heavy Duty Isolantite top 1.45
888 or 871 lsolantite top .95
83. 47's, .10', .65
81's .80
I,. I . a,el I 0:111 Nei.) IIoII .35

Piezo-Astatic Crystal
Microphone

Type D-104. Special $12.25

WARD LEONARD VITREOUS
RESISTORS 200 -WATT 8%" LONG

WITH VARIABLE SLIDERS
1000 ohms $ .93
2500 ohms .99
5000 ohms .99

10000 ohms 1.06
16000 ohms
25000 ohms
35000 ohms
50000 ohms
60000 ohms
80000 ohms

100000 ohms

1.10
1.17
1.21

GROSS Crystal Holder
Only $1.00

A commercial type crystal holder
for half the price you have to pay
for ordinary holders. New type
pressure spring, square inside to
prevent movement of crystal, one
piece molded body-dustproof-will
take crystals up to 1 1/8" square or
round. Plugs standard 3.'" spacing.
This holder must be seen to be ap-
preciated for the extraordinary
value offered.

Hoyt Antenna Meter
Hot wire antenna meters. 2'4"
mounting hole, flange 3" diameter,
supplied in 11<., 3 and 5 ampere
ranges. Why work without antenna
meters when you can buy them at
this special price? $2.95

Go -Devil
1.29 The new Mechanical I. ey Sensation.
1.29 Has many features -will do any -
1.29 thing the highest priced key will.
1.29 PRICE $6.00

GROSS Band Spread Monitor
$9.95

A real advantage for continuous monitoring.
Has back of panel vernier dial shielded, in
black crystalline finish cabinet with hinged
cover. Appearance very similar to Eagle re-
ceiver. Complete with three plug-in coils for
20, 40. 80, and 160 meters. Complete with two
dry cells, one 22',:z volt "C" battery, and one
230 tube.

Hammarlund Crystal
"Pro"

Transportation prepaid
anywhere in U.S.A. $111.72

Hoyt Milliammeters and
Voltmeters

Perfectly damped meters at a price.
These are not to be confused with
the usual inexpensive meters. 2"
mounting hole, flange 2%" diameter,
supplied in the following sizes: 10
ma. 25 ma, 50 ma, 100 ma, 150 ma,
250 ma. 300 ma. 4 V. AC, 10 V.
AC, 15 V. AC. 10 V. DC. Price each
81.30, 3 for $3.60.

510 Type Tube Isolantite
Base

Lava bar insulation-Thoriated fila-
ment -the kind of tube we like to
sell. Will take 750 volts on the
plate. Ideal for the higher fre-
quencies. Special $2.59

Solid Enameled Antenna
Wire

No. 14 (any length) per 100 ft. ..$ .36
No. 12 (any length) per 100 ft... .56
No. 10 (any length) per 100 ft... .90
No. 8 (any length) per 100 ft.._ 1.30

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
SHIELDED IN METAL CASES,

CENTER TAPPED
SECONDARIES

2.5 Volt 10 amperes for 866's $2.25
10 to 12 Volts at 8 amperes $2.25
Special 10-12 Volt 7.5 ampere

filament transformer, extra
special $ .96

Universal Antenna Coup-
ling System Inductances
Wound on threaded double X na-

tural bakelite tubing, can easily
be tapped with clips $1.75

(use one coil for single -wire feed
and two coils for two -wire sys-
tems)

20% deposit with all C.O.D. orders. Remit by M.O. Include postage.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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Washington continues to be the center
of interest these days, as it has been for
many months past.

New legislation effecting everything in
radio is being considered. Commercial
stations are much concerned in pending
legislation. Recent developments seem
to indicate the passage of much that is
being considered.

There are matters concerning respon-
sibility of broadcasts; matters effecting
working personnel; matters which will
ultimately effect all sorts of government
radio licenses.

While the usual pressure, both pro
and con to laws under consideration is
being brought to bear, it is fair to say
that not much of the original thought in
these contemplated changes is being ef-
fected.

The airways are looking forward to a
new deal in the matter of revenue from
government sources. The broadcast sta-
tion managements are adapting them-
selves readily to changes. Summer ship-
ping will give better opportunities for
revenue. Codes are being more definitely
defined, and broadened.

Just a little better in every field will
soon revive our spirits of optimism, and
commercial radio will be nicely working
under newer and better conditions.

JAMES J. DELANEY,
Editor

L. D. McGEADY,
Business Manager
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Rider's Manuals Are Used In Many Broadcasting Stations

It is to the interest of all broadcasting stations to keep their public's radio receivers in proper
working condition. Naturally broadcast stations cannot maintain service organizations. How-
ever, many thousands of listeners are daily asking questions concerning their receivers to
their favorite broadcasting stations.

To be able to answer such questions correctly-efficiently and effectively-
many stations have equipped their establishments with a full set of Rider's
"Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manuals."

The complete set now consists of three non -duplicating volumes, namely Vol-
umes I, II, and III and shows the electrical wiring diagrams-chassis wiring
diagrams-electrical values-parts lists-voltage data-socket layouts-spe-
cial service and trouble shooting notes on receivers manufactured in the Unit-
ed States since 1919-right tip to date.

As a reference library, they are beyond compare . . .As actual sources of ac-
curate-detailed and complete service information on all American radio re-
ceivers-"Rider's Manuals" are the "standard" the world over.

Why jeopardize the reputation of the technical staff of your broadcasting station-by not
being able to offer a complete and detailed answer to radio receiver questions asked by your
listeners? . . .The wiring diagrams and other technical data contained in Rider's Manuals --
will be of inestimable aid to you . . . Why guess about a circuit or the electrical constants?

. All of the required data is !o be found in Rider's Manuals.

VOLUME I
1000 pages

Price $7.50
Postpaid

VOLUME II
800 pages

Price $6.50

Postpaid

All These Manuals Are Sold With a Money Back Guarantee

JOHN F. RIDER

1440 Broadway

VOLUME III
1185 pages

Price $7.50

Postpaid

NEW YORK CITY



MODULATION AND CARRIER

BOTH powers equally important to
broadcasting stations. A 100 watt
station modulated 100 per cent pro-

duces the same strength of signal on the
listeners loud speaker as a 1000 watt
station would when modulated 31.6 per
cent.

The modulator and modulated ampli-
fier is the heart of the transmitter and
their adjustments are critical and must
be correct if 100 per cent modulation is
to be obtained with less than ten per
cent harmonic distortion.

Fifty per cent modulation is rather
easy, however 100 per cent without over-
shooting the distortion limit, takes very
careful adjustments all along the line
and we are informed most broadcast sta-
tions are well satisfied when they reach
90 per cent modulation and stay within
the distortion limits.

In plate or Heising modulation since

the modulator and modulated amplifier
combination is the heart of the trans-
mitter, a few kinks to remove the kinks
from this section should be in order.

If the modulator is to operate as a
class A tube, the plate current should
be midway between that obtained by
zero and cut-off bias. The tubes most
suitable for use as class A modulators
are those having large undistorted audio
output. They generally have low plate
impedence and amplification factor and
when operated as class A the output
wave will have the same shape as the
input wave or signal and must be able to
supply a fifty per cent increase in the
transmitter output power if the set is to
have 100 per cent modulation.

The modulated tube must be worked
as a class C amplifier and the bias must
be approximately twice that required to

By C. H STOUP
Chief Engineer, Station WIL

give cut off bias and plate current satura-
tion must be supplied by the excitation
from the preceding stage. Class C mod-
ulated amplifiers require more excitation
than similar amplifiers in C W telegraph
transmitters and a surplus of excitation
is very desirable.

Class C Amplifiers
It is just as necessary for the modu-

lation to work into a load resistance of
proper value for maximum undistorted
modulation as it is for an audio output
tube to work into the proper load value
for maximum undistorted power output,
therefore, there is a definite proper value
of class C amplifier plate current for any
modulator amplifier combination and the
amplifier must be operated at this value
of current if maximum undistorted mod-
ulation is to be obtained.

A fault with some transmitters is to
operate the modulated amplifier with ex-

cessive plate current. This lowers the
effective load resistance into which the
modulator tube must work and means a
low value of modulation without distor-
tion. This overloading is sometimes
called over -modulation.

The modulated amplifier bias should
be that specified and nothing less. The
excitation should be increased if neces-
sary by increasing the output of the pre-
ceding stages.

It is considered good practice to use a
transmitting grid leak in series with the
generator or battery bias. The resistor
sufficient to reach cutoff bias.

Maximum undistorted power output is
obtained with a load resistance that
equals two times the plate resistance of
the tube.

In class C amplifiers, by making the
load resistance high compared with the

plate resistance of tube it is possible to
reach near distortionless modulation, re-
gardless of remaining adjustments, al-
though the power output is sacrificed.

When modulated, class C amplifiers
when properly adjusted will develop a
100 per cent modulated wave with very
little amplitude distortion and no fre-
quency or phase distortion.

Class B Amplification
(lass B amplification instead of class

C must be used after the modulated stage
to avoid distortion. While it is possible
to use class A amplification after mod-
ulated amplifier, it is never done in prac-
tice because plate efficiency of class A
amplification is much less than in class
B.

To put a class B tube in operation:
First adjust grid bias to near cutoff

point. Then obtain proper AC grid ex-
citation. Use a convenient load impe-

deuce in the plate circuit and vary grid
excitation until a milliameter in the grid
circuit indicates there is a small DC grid
current when the exciting voltage is mod-
ulated as completely as the apparatus
will allow. Finally the load impedence
is adjusted to give the highest plate
efficiency. The load impedence should
be twice the plate resistance of tube for
maximum output. Lower values of load
impedance giving less output than max-
imum at lower plate efficiency should not
be used.

The safest way to adjust load imped-
ence is to start with the greatest load
impedence available. This is then reduced
until plate losses become excessive or
until the maximum output is obtained.

If plate losses are excessive at highest
plate impedence that can be obtained, it
is necessary to reduce plate voltage and
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re -adjust the bias and excitation. If on
the other hand the tube is not operating
up to full capacity when the plate load
impedence is the value giving maximum
output, it is necessary to increase the
plate voltage, bias and excitation.

It is impossible to get true class B
amplification with grid leak alone. The
approximate bias will be the plate volt-
age used divided by the amplification
factor of the tube.

The adjustment of tank circuit should
be for maximum tank current with min-
imum plate current (condition necessary
for exact resonance). Each change in
coupling or excitation to grid may neces-
sitate retuning of tank circuit, likewise
when antenna coupling or tuning is made.

Tuning
If there is not enough external resist-

ance in the plate circuit to minimize the
distortion the plate current ammeter will
show an increase in reading on the loud
signals. As the amount of resistance is
increased the change in reading of the
ammeter becomes less and less on loud
signals, showing that distortionless am-
plification is being approached or is ob-
tained.

As the turns of the primary winding
are decreased the set-up ratio of the
transformer is increased and therefore
the load is increased. In any tube cir-
cuit, if the load resistance is too high,
the plate current will be high without an
increase in antenna current.

For best adjustment of antenna induct-
ance start with minimum number of
turns and gradually increase until proper
loading is obtained but never to a point
where increased plate current does not
increase the antenna current. The coup-
ling of the power amplifier stage to an-
tenna is quite critical. There is only one
set position for maximum transfer of
energy, i. e., max antenna current and
plate of the PA tube not too hot.

The power amplifier tube draws more
plate current when antenna tuning is near
resonance, and the change in plate cur-
rent as plate circuit tuning condenser is
moved through resonance should be
smooth. A sudden sharp change in plate
current generally indicates tube is break-
ing into oscillation and may have to be
better shielded to eliminate.

Listen to program with a monitor on
zero beat and much can be learned. The
signal should be clean cut and clear.

Downward modulation is caused by a
reduction in power output with modula-
tion when there should be an increase in
power output. It may be due to any of
the following:

Insufficient class C amplifier bias of
modulated amplifier.

Insufficient class C amplifier RF exci-
tation.

Excessive class C amplifier plate cur-
rent causing overloading of the modula-
tor.

In a linear amplifier following the
class C modulated amplifier, downward
modulation will result with 101:1 per cent
modulation if the carrier excitation to
the linear amplifier is greater than that
which it can handle for peak loads.

Downward modulation may be the in-
dication of a defective modulator tube.

If the bias on the class B tube is less
than that required for cut-off downward
modulation may result.

Until recently DC generators made the
most satisfactory power supply for grid
bias especially for high power RF ampli-
fiers and in particular class B ampli-

fiers. Recent developments in rectifiers
have placed them in the satisfactory class.

Parasitic Oscillations
Get parasitic oscillations out first be-

fore Neuting and Tuning.
Disconnect the power amplifier from

the preceding stage.
Set the PA tuning condenser at max-

imum. Set Neut condenser at minimum.
Lhange Neut condenser from minimum

to maximum and if meters do not change
all is 0. K.

Parasitics result from stray couplings
and resonant circuits, connecting wires
etc and absorb energy. They are partic-
ularly troublesome with large tubes be-
cause of high mutual conductance and
high electrode capacities and long leads
used. They can be killed with copper
shielding, resistances in different parts
of circuit or with about twenty turns of
wire in a coil placed near the grid term-
inal.

Neutralizing
Remove plate supply from tube,

ouch neon tube to grid or plate term-
inal of tube and adjust tuning condenser
until tube glows with Neut condenser
set at minimum.

Increase value of neutralizing con-
denser until neon goes out and for finer
adjustment, adjust tuning conctenser
again also the Neut condenser,

Now - swing the tuning condenser
through resonance and watch t h e
grid meter. If any flicker in grid meter
make slight adjustment to Neut con-
denser until there is no change in the
grid meter reading when tuning conden-
ser is turned through resonance. The
tube in circuit is then neutralized.

Adding resistance in the grid circuit
opposes the feed back and also loads
the plate circuit of the preceding stage.

In case the tube will not Neut, add a
bypass condenser as shown by "X" in
the sketch and if it changes grid or
plate meter readings-the RE choke is
not good and it may be impossible to
neut until the choke is replaced with a
good one of the proper number of turns.
It may also cause trouble by feeding
through the bias generator and getting
into other circuits.

In case you can't find the old neon
tube set the Neut condenser at minimum.
Tune tank condenser until you get a
dip in the grid current meter. This indi-
cates the plate circuit is tuned to the
preceding stage and also show the tank
circuit is drawing power. This is proof
the tube is not Neuted as the dip in
grid meter shows the plate circuit is
absorbing some energy. Neuting will
prevent the plate circuit from absorbing
energy and can be obtained by proper
setting of the Neut condenser.

If necessary reduce the C bias on tube
being Neuted in order to get a good scale
reading on the grid meter. C bias must
be returned to original value after the
capacity of tube is balanced.

The fewer Neut turns used at "A" in
sketch the larger the Neut condenser
must be and the greater loading effect it
will have on the preceding stage.

The quality of transmission can be
readily checked by listening on the vac-
uum tube monitor tuned to zero beat
with the carrier.

The speech and music should be clear
and distinct even with the monitor tube
oscillating. If the speech sounds mushy
it is a very good indication of frequency
modulation.

Radio Commission Warning
In view of the ever-increasing sales of

combination broadcast and shortwave
radio receiving sets to the public, the
Federal Radio Commission today issued a
statement calling attention to provisions in
the Radio Act of 1927, regarding the secrecy
of certain radio messages and the heavy
penalties provided for violations.

Section 27 of the Radio Act of 1927
provides:

"No person receiving or assisting in re-
ceiving any radio communication shall
divulge or publish the contents, substance,
purport, effect, or meaning thereof except
through authorized channels of transmis-
sion or reception to any person other than
the addressee, his agent, or attorney, or to
a telephone, telegraph, cable, or radio station
employed or authorized to forward such
radio communication to its destination, or to
proper accounting or distributing officers
of the various communicating centers over
which the radio communication may be
passed, or to the master of a ship under
whom he is serving, or in response to a
subpoena issued by a court of competent
jurisdiction, or on demand of other law-
ful authority; and no person not being
authorized by the sender shall intercept
any message and divulge or publish the
contents, substance, purpose, effect, or
meaning of such intercepted message to
any person; and no person not being en-
titled thereto shall receive or assist in re-
ceiving any radio communication and use
the wne or any inkormation therein con-
tained for his own benefit or for the bene-
fit of another not entitled thereto; and
no person having received such intercepted
radio communication or having become
acquainted with the contents, substance.
purport, effect, or meaning of the same
or any part thereof, knowing that such
information was so obtained, shall divulge
or publish the contents, substance, pur-
port, effect or meaning of the same or
any part thereof, or use the same or any
information therein contained for his own
benefit or for the benefit of another not
entitled thereto: Provided, That this sec-
tion shall not apply to the receiving,
divulging, publishing, or utilizing the con-
tents of any radio communication broad-
casted or transmitted by amateurs or
others for the use of the general public
or relating to ships in distress."

Heavy penalties are provided in Sec-
tion 33, of the same act, for violations of
its provisions. That section reads:

"Any person, firm, company, or .cor-
poration who shall violate any provision
of this act, or shall knowingly make any
false oath or affirmation in any affidavit
required or authorized by this act, or shall
knowingly swear falsely to a material mat-
ter in any hearing authorized by this act,
upon conviction thereof in any court of
competent jurisdiction shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by
imprisonment for a term of not more
than five years or both for each and every
such offense."

Reports reaching the Commission in-
dicate that the public is increasingly in-
tercepting police and other shortwave
communications. Only in rare instances, it
is believed, is this information abused.
However, it was brought to the attention
of the Commission that a young man in
Baltimore intercepted a police call on a
shortwave receiver in his home and noti-

(Continued on Page 16)
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OPEN -WIRE PROGRAM CIRCUITS

CABLE circuits, because of their re-
liability and freedom from outside
disturbances, are eminently suited

for the extensive networks employed to
carry the broadcast programs of the
country. A cable program system, with
amplifiers and other auxiliary apparatus,
capable of transmitting a band from 35
to 8000 cycles, has already been made

INPUT

By,R. A. LeCONTE

Member of Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Labs.

transformer, since the magnetizing effects
of the two plate currents tend to cancel
each other. As a result of these two fea-
tures, the delay of the open wire am-
plifier is only about six -tenths of a mil-
lisecond at fifty cycles. The gain of the
amplifier, which is about 33 db, is con-
stant within ± 0.1 db between 35 and
10,000 cycles.

INPUT
TRANSFORMER

SLIDE -WIRE
POTENTIOMETER

Also, the voltage at the monitoring ter-
minals when connected to a 600 ohm cir-
cuit is 30 db down from the voltage de-
livered to the line. The use of the hybrid
coil arrangement has the advantage of
preventing an accidental application of
testing current, or short circuit at the
monitoring terminals from appreciably af-
fecting through transmission.

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

OUTPUT

MONITORING

Fig. 1-The 14-B amplifier uses tubes in a push-pull circuit and provides for
monitoring through a dissymetrical hybrid coil

available. There are wide stretches of
country, however, which can be covered
at the present time only by open -wire
lines. Programs have been transmitted
over such lines since the early days of
broadcasting but the facilities originally
employed were adaptations of existing
message circuit apparatus, rearranged and
supplemented to provide for a frequency
band covering only the range from about
100 to 500 cycles. These circuits gave
creditable performance for moderate dis-
tances. Modifications were made later
which somewhat improved these facilities
but although immediate relief was thus
obtained, it seemed desirable to develop
a new open -wire program system which
would have general transmission character-
istics comparable with those of the cable
circuits.

The noise level on open -wire circuits
is appreciably higher than on cables, and
to maintain a satisfactory signal-to-noise
ratio, therefore, a stronger signal must be
transmitted. To provide for this, the new
open -wire program amplifier, known as
the 14-B, employs tubes of higher load
carrying capacity than the cable amplifier,
and arranges them in a push-pull circuit,
as shown in Figure 1. High grade coils
with permalloy cores having large in-
ductances, and resistance coupling be-
tween stages made it possible to obtain a
small low -frequency delay. The employ-
ment of a push-pull circuit made it easier
also to obtain a high -inductance output

A monitoring connection is provided
through a dissymmetrical hybrid coil. This
permits the signal to be transmitted from
the output of the amplifier to both line
and monitoring circuit, but because the
number of turns on the line windings is
large compared to that on the monitoring
windings, the loss due to the monitoring
circuit is only a few tenths of a decibel.

The amplifier equipment is mounted on
one side of a steel panel, as shown in
Figure 2, and all connections are on the
back. Since it is essential that there be na
interruptions of the program, both front
and back of the panel are provided with
metal covers which protect the tubes and
wiring from mechanical hazards.

Since the transmission characteristics of

Fig. 2-The elements of the amplifier are mounted on one side of a
steel plate, and overall covers, not shown, protect both the equipment

on the front and terminals on the rear
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the line are not the same for all frequen-
cies, equalizing networks are always re-
quired, which in general are similar in
function to those used with the cable cir-
cuits. These networks must be able to pro-
vide equalization for any of three gauges
of wire and for a variety of repeater
spacings, as well as for various weather
conditions.

At frequencies above 1000 cycles, the
general shape of the attenuation curve is
the same for all normal variations of
these three factors, but differs in slope.
This makes it possible to employ a single
equalizer composed of four sections. By
selecting one or a combination of the four
sections, suitable equalization for any exist-
ing attenuation slope may be secured. The
choice of sections is obtained by operating
keys on the equalizer panel.

N

a
53

O

-

W3PItICLISNV21.1.

Fig. 3-The zi-F amplifier makes

cure the proper slope for various ampli-
fier spacings and weather conditions.

In contrast to cable facilities, open -wire
circuits introduce practically no delay dis-
tortion, and since the associated ampli-
fiers are designed for low delay distortion,
delay correction is not needed where the
line carries only the program circuit.

Usually the pair of wires carrying a
broadcast program is also used for car-
rier telephone communication. The car-
rier frequencies on this pair are prevented
from interfering with the program by suit-
able filters, and by eliminating carrier
channels which would occupy the same
frequency band as the programs. Other
pairs running along the same pole line,
however, may also have carrier telephone
circuits, and, since the lower carrier tele-
phone channel may overlap the program

ElaIndNI

1131311011N310d
38IM- 30115

V3V41:10.1SNY&L
111dN I

up for the loss occasioned by the
insertion of a distributing network which is required when several

taps must be made

frequencies below 1000 cycles, how-
ever, the shapes of the attenuation curves,
although in general similar for various
amplifier spacings and weather conditions,
differ for the three gauges of wire. Three
low frequency equalizers are therefore re-
quired. Each has several sections. A basic
section provides the equalization over the
complete frequency range for the repeater
section of minimum length while the
other sections are selected by keys to se -

HIGH-PASS
FILTER

in frequency, a certain amount of
cross -induction from them is unavoidable.
The cross -induction currents are ordin-
arily low in level compared to the full
signal strength of the program and would
not be noticeable. The various frequency
components of the program, however, are
not all at the same level: those of higher
frequencies are generally much lower in
level than those of the lower frequencies.
Cross -induction is sufficiently below the

i TO CARRIER TO CARRIER___
EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

LOW FREQUENCY
EQUALIZER FOR

128 -MIL LINE

LOW-PASS
FILTER

165 -MIL

LINE

LOUD
SPEAKER

LOW FREQUENCY
EQUALIZER FOR

165 -MIL LINE

NO.148 RESTORING AUXILIARY
AMPLIFIER NETWORK FILTER

I

level of the low -frequency components of
the signal to have no noticeable effect,
but this wide separation in level between
cross -induction and signal may not hold
for the higher frequencies in some cases.

To make the level separation satisfac-
tory for the high as well as the low fre-
quencies, arrangements have been pro-
vided so that predistorting net -works nay
if desired be inserted in the program chan-
nel before amplification at the transmit-
ting end of the line, which attenuate the
lower frequencies sufficiently to bring
them approximately to the level of the
higher frequencies. The entire band of
frequencies is then amplified to the trans-
mitting level at which it passes over the
line and through the various amplifiers.
At this level the cross -induction effects
are far enough below the signal to be
negligible. At the receiving end of the
line other networks, called restoring net-
works, are inserted in the program circuit,
which produce a loss in the high frequency
signals equivalent to that sustained by the
low frequencies at the transmitting end.
This network thus restores all parts of the
transmitted signal to their correct relative
levels, but since it attenuates the cross -
induction as well as the signal, the cross-
talk is as much below the signal now as
it was before the attenuation, and is
therefore of unobjectionable magnitude.

Program circuits differ from telephone
circuits in that provision must be made
to tap off connections at various points.
A program originating in New York may
be transmitted all the way to the Pacific
Coast on a nation-wide hookup with taps
at many intermediate points to branch
networks or to local broadcast stations.
At important key points the connections
may be changed at frequent intervals and
the program associated 'with various
combinations of sections of networks and
nearby stations. An arrangement for ac-
complishing this where the switching is
complex has already been described. At
many points, however, the connections
are of a semi -permanent nature, and the
chief requirement is that the bridging of

(Continued on Page 24)
HIGH-PASS

FILTER

LOW- PASS
FILTER

VOLUME
INDICATOR

128 -MIL

LINE

Fig. 4-By an arrangement of keys a single amplifier ma{t, br employed for transmitting
in either direction
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"The Control Grid vs. Plate Current"
By BENJAMIN WOLFE

In discussing the elementary action of
the control grid within a vacuum tube.
the three element tube will be described
and used for examples. It is the writer's
desire to show in a fundamental manner
how the control grid controls the flow
of plate current and its effects upon the
plate current when subjected to excita-
tion. The control grid in the three ele-
ment tube is located between the filament
and plate.

It should be understood that electron
flow is current flow; and since the plate
is supplied with a positive potential it
attracts the negative electrons from the
filament. It now depends upon how the
tube is to be used, as to whether or not
we desire more electrons to go to the
plate or less. Without going into a deep
discussion of various types of amplifiers
as well as classes, it may be said that
certain classes of amplifier circuits re-
quire a positive bias, while others require
a negative bias.

Assume that a negative bias is applied
to the control grid of the vacuum tube.
The negative grid causes an increase in
the negative space charge of the tube.
This is so because the grid being nega-
tive would repel the electrons that are
being emitted from the filament, and re-
ject them back towards the filament
causing an increase in space charge and
a consequent decrease in plate current.
for a given plate voltage. The plate
voltage drop extending within the tube,
with this sort of a grid bias is so abrupt
that it reaches zero point even before it
reaches the grid of the tube. Any elec-
trons that go to the plate must have suf-
ficient velocity to break through the nega-
tive high space charge as well as through
the negative grid and also through the
zero plate voltage point. The zero plate
voltage point being negative in respect
to the filament from that particular point
and positive from that point to the plate.
However as we approach the plate the
positive charge becomes more and more
evident, hence it creates a certain strain
upon the electrons that break through
this zero plate voltage drop point and
attracts them to the plate. It should
however be understood, that as the plate
voltage is increased, the grid bias re-
maining constant. more electrons will be
transmitted to the plate. This being due
to the fact that the higher positive plate
potential, the greater it counteracts the
negative space charge, hence permitting
a greater flow of electrons. The effects
of saturation point being discussed in a
previous article. With a given plate po-
tential, the negative bias on the control
grid can be increased to such a point as
to prevent any flow of electrons to the
plate and completely block the tube. If
the control is biased negatively, the flow
of grid current is prevented.

A positive grid causes a decrease in
the negative space charge of the tube.
This takes place because the grid is
much closer to the filament than the
nlate. and when the grid is made positive
4 attracts the electrons to it, hence re-
ducing the space charge. As the grid is
made up of fine wires with space between
them some of these electrons cling to

the grid, but most of them go to plate,
since the plate is always at a higher
positive potential than the grid; in nor-
mal tube operation. A very high positive
charge on the grid of a tube has the
effect of drawing a large amount of grid
current. This consumption of grid cur-
rent subtracts from the total plate cur-
rent. If the positive charge on the grid
is made high enough, it will draw grid
current so high, that little or no elec-
trons will reach the plate, obviously re-
ducing the plate current to zero. The
grid current making its return through
the grid return circuit. Although in va-
rious classes of present day amplifiers in
use a positive bias is applied to the con-
trol grid (class B & C), it is only done
so within certain limits which in turn
produce normal plate operation. In the
case of a positive grid the positive plate
voltage drop within the tube is much
more gradual in its decline and will pene-
trate much further into the space charge.
On a volt for volt basis however, the
grid will have a much greater effect on
counteracting the negative space charge
than the plate, since the grid is much
closer to the filament than the plate.

When the control grid has no applied
potential it is termed "Zero Grid", the
return generally being made to filament
negative or ground. A control grid with-
in a tube which has no external return
connections at all, is generally termed
"Free Grid". With this type of grid
as electrons go from filament to plate,
some electrons may be absorbed by the
grid wires and the only possible way for
them to leak off is through the insula-
tion of the tube itself. In this way how-
ever, a certain amount of self bias takes
place. However under ordinary condi-
tions the bias would not be very large.
With this sort of grid an increase in fila-
ment emission will cause an increase in

+1

negative grid bias and an increase in
plate voltage would cause a decrease in
negative bias on this grid. A tube em-
ploying this sort of grid is very seldom
used, as under certain conditions it is
subjected to blocking the flow of elec-
trons.

From the foregoing we may say that
the "Grid Bias Voltage" is the DC com-
ponent of the grid voltage. It is used
to determine the actual "Grid Voltage -
Plate Current" curve of the vacuum tube.
In order that amplification take place, an
excitation voltage must be impressed
upon the control grid. This excitation
voltage may consist of an alternating
radio frequency voltage or audio fre-
quency or a combination of both. Hence
the grid excitation is the alternating cur-
rent signal component acting upon the
grid of a tube. This grid excitation adds
and subtracts algebraically to the grid

bias. For instance assume a fixed nega-
tive grid bias of -12 volts. Assume that
our grid excitation signal has an effect-
ive AC value of 10 volts. On the nega-
tive half of the exciting cycle the total
voltage on the grid will be -22 volts,
however on the positive half of our ex-
citing cycle the actual voltage on the
grid will equal -2 volts. The grid will
always have a certain negative bias,
since under the conditions stated it nev-
er actually swings positive. This va-
rying grid excitation voltage will vary
the plate current which in turn causes
a varying acoustical output.

In order that undistorted amplification
may take place in a three element tube,
the tube must be operated on the straight
portion of the plate current -grid voltage
curve, or as near linear as possible. This
simply means that the grid excitation
voltage must cause the plate current va-
riations to take place within the straight
line characteristics of that curve. Their
various effects in causing a tube to amp-
lify will be taken up in a fundamental
manner. In order to produce maximum
undistorted amplification the output im-
pedance should equal twice the filament
to plate resistance of the tube,

The grid voltage -plate current curve is
a curve which indicates the actual ope-
rating characteristics of the tube. It
shows all of the Ip variations for vari-
ous grid excitaions. It indicates the por-
tion of the plate current curve where it
blends into a straight line for a given
grid exciting voltage variation, and shows
how much excitation variations in volt-
age it will take to produce this straight
line characteristics. By operating the
tube so that the incoming signal varia-
tions will vary within the limits of the
straight portion of the plate current
curve, it will cause the plate current to
assume identical variations. Hence per-
mitting undistorted amplification to take
place.

It is now the desire of the writer to
show in a fundamental manner just how
grid excitation being applied to the con-
trol grid will cause a vacuum tube to
amplify signals.

In the diagram to the left we have an
ordinary schematic of a resistance coupled
amplifier. "Alt" merely represents an
alternating EMF being applied across the
grid and filament of the tube, Assume
that the DC voltage applied to tube one's
plate is equal to 150 volts, but the steady
DC plate current is such a value that
it cause an IR drop of 50 volts, across
R, and therefore only 100 volts is ac-
tually applied to the plate of the tube.
When a positive variation of grid exci-
tation voltage is impressed upon the grid
circuit, the resistance from filament to
plate is decreased and the plate tends to
draw more current. However the resist-
ance R remains the same value, and the
more current through R means a greater
voltage drop across R. Assume that the
plate current increased so much on the
positive variation of the grid excitation
that it caused a ten volt drop across R,
in addition to the already existing 50
volt drop. Obviously this would cause
another 10 volt drop in the plate voltage,
which would now equal 90 volts. On the
other hand. on the negative alternation
of the grid excitation, the resistance from
filament to plate is increased by the
same amount it had been decreased, and
naturally the plate current is decreased

(Continued on Page 31)
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A Self -Contained Bridge for Measuring
Both Inductive and Capacitive Impedances

PREVIOUS designs of impedance
bridges have followed two trends.
The one has been to build a self-

contained unit for measuring either in-
ductive or capacitive impedances. This
form has the advantage of high precision
and of convenience of operation. The other
tendency has been to use a separate bal-
ance unit which may be employed with
external standards of capacitance, in-
ductance and resistance. This arrangement
permits maximum flexibility since any
type of impedance can be measured by
merely changing the standard. Recently,
however, a bridge has been developed
which combines the advantages of the
self-contained unit with the convenience

OSCILLATOR

By H. T. WILHELM
Member of Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Labs.

where the ratio of inductance to resistance
is small. Of the two circuits for measuring
inductive impedances, the Owen bridge is
preferable since it is direct reading for in-
ductance, and the balance is independent
of frequency. However, the resistance
range is limited practically by the range
of the condenser standard, making it nec-
essary to use the resonance bridge circuit
to supplement the Owen bridge. It will
be noticed that in all three circuits the ra-
tio arm RBC, and the resistance standard
Ran, are unchanged in position; the ca-
pacitance standard CI and the fixed capa-
citance Co may be either in the arm AD
or in the arm DC; while the ratio aim
resistor RAD, the fixed resistor Rr, and

Fig. i-A comparison bridge circuit is employed for
measuring capacitive impedance

of being able to measure both inductive
and capacitive impedances with a single
bridge. This great advantage in con-
venience and ease of manipulation has
been obtained without appreciable sacri-
fice of precision by providing three types
of bridge circuits that may be secured by
a simple rearrangement of a small num-
ber of elements. The type of circuit most
convenient for the impedance being
measured is obtained by the operation of
a few keys.

In addition to the usual two ratio arms
the bridge incorporates only standards of
resistance and capacitance, a fixed resistor,
and two fixed capacitances. These may
be grouped to form a comparison bridge,
Figure 1, for the measurement of capaci-
tative impedances, an Owen bridge, Figure
2, for the measurement of inductive im-
pedances where the ratio of inductance to
resistance is large, and a resonance bridge,
Fig 3, for measuring inductive impedances
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be necessary to calculate the total impe-
dance of the circuit, it is more convenient
to evaluate an impedance not by its mag-
nitude and phase shift but by giving the
values of the pure reactance and resistance
which connected together would have the
same impedance and produce the same
phase shift. Such equivalent circuits may
be built up by connecting pure resistances
and reactances either in parallel or in ser-
ies, but the value of the components of
each in the two cases are different, of
course. This is illustrated in Figure 5.

In dealing with capacitive impedances,
the parallel type of equivalent circuit is
most convenient because capacitive impe-
dances are usually connected in parallel,

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 2-An Owen bridge circuit is employed for measuring
inductive impedance of high Q

the fixed capacitance CAB, although un-
changed in position, may be cut into or
out of the circuit as desired. These chang-
es in circuit arrangement are accomplished
by the manipulation of a few keys as may
Le seen in the schematic of the complete
bridge of Figure 4.

This simple and compact arrangement
was possible largely because each of the
three optional bridge circuits is of the
parallel type An impedance is a complex
quantity which has the effect, when an
alternating potential is impressed across
it, of limiting the current that flows to a
definite value and of shifting the phase
of the current with respect to that of the
voltage across it. To completely specify
the value of an impedance, therefore,
there must be given not only a total im-
pedance in ohms, but an angle of phase
shift. Since the impedances usually meas-
ured, however, are generally to be used in
circuits with other impedances, and it may

since the total capacitance is easily ob-
tained from the parallel values of the in-
dividual capacitances. For measuring ca-
pacitive impedances therefore, the com-
parison bridge circuit of Figure 1 is em-
ployed, and the equivalent parallel values
of capacitance and resistance are obtained
directly from the two standards in the arm
AD. With this arrangement the fixed re-
sistor RF is employed to bring the resis-
tance component within the range of the
standard, and the fixed capacitor Co is
used to balance the residual capacitances
of the capacitance standard and of the
fixed resistor.

Inductive impedances, on the other
hand, are usually connected in series, and
as a result the most convenient equivalent
values of inductance and resistance would
be the series values. To measure equiva-
lent series values of inductances either
'would require the bridge to incorporate
inductance standards, which are large and



thus not desirable in a self-contained unit,
or would greatly complicate the shield-
ing and switching arrangements. The
new bridge has been designed therefore
to measure the parallel values of the equi-
valent circuits in all cases.

When the series values of inductance

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 3-A resonance bridge circuit is used for measuring
inductive impedance of low

and resistance are
readily be computed
formation formulae,

Rs = RP (
1

)
+(111

Ls = LP [ 1 ( 1

1 + Q'
RP

Where Q

required, they may
from the two trans -
namely

)1

211LP
and where the subscripts s and indicate
series and parallel respectively. It will be
noticed that the computations involve the
use of Q, which is the tangent of the an-
gle of phase shift. In order to simplify
computations, tables have been made giv-

1

ing values of for values of Q
1+QI

from .001 to 100.
The bridge incorporates a voltmeter in-

dicated in Figure 4, arranged to read the
voltage across the impedance being meas-
ured, which is always convenient and is
essential for some purposes. The bridge
is arranged for making measurements on
impedances which have one terminal

grounded or which are balanced to ground.
Complete shielding is incorporated as is

Q

Ls Rs

= 0-115351P-Wi-0

CS Rs

TO
OSCILLATOR

B

RV

UNKNOWN
IMPEDANCE

TO
DETECTOR

Fig. 4-.4 few keys provide for the necessary changes in circuit as
shown in this schematic of the complete bridge

indicated in the illustration. This bridge
is useful for investigating the impedance

of various transmission circuits, such as
subscriber loops, as well as for measuring
the impedances pieces of tel-
ephone apparatus. The convenience of a
multi purpose bridge should make it a de-
sirable form for laboratories which require
a single bridge for a wide range of meas-
urements.

Fig. 5-Any impedance may be represented by either of two eq diva-

lent circuits-one with pure reactances and resistances in series, and
one with them in parallel Fig. 6-Interior of the multi -purpose bridge
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THE PITT -WESTINGHOUSE GRADUATE PROGRAM *
By H. E. DYCHE and R. E. HELLMUND

Recognizing that some of the highest
types of graduate engineering instruction
is to be found rn a few of the larger re-
search and industrial organizations, the
University of Pittsburgh (Pa.) and the
Westinghouse company during the past
several years have co-operated in a joint
program of graduate study for certain
designated employees of the company. Be-,
rides being of distinct benefit to the in-
dividual employee, this work has had a
highly stimulating influence upon the
faculty members of the university con-
nected with it, and the results have been
most gratifying to the industry.

rTHOSE who have been identified
with engineering education in the
Pittsburgh (Pa.) district for the past

25 years, the formal presentation of the
University of Pittsburgh-Westinghouse
graduate program in 1927 was a logical
step forward in higher education. It is
interesting to note that in 1910 2 highly
significant events took place: (1) The
University of Pittsburgh introduced the
co-operative system of undergraduate en-
gineering education on a plan somewhat
different from that in use at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati; (2) Mr. B. G. Lamme,
then chief engineer of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company,
was formulating an intensive program of
educational work for the highly selected
group of engineering graduates received
by the Westinghouse company each year.
These 2 ideas, apparently unrelated,
have been adopted during the years by
many educational and industrial institu-
tions. It seemed, therefore, an obvious
move to correlate these activities under
the general direction of the graduate school
of the University of Pittsburgh, and it is
now widely known in educational circles
as the University of Pittsburgh-Westing-
hoose graduate program.

The following quotation is taken from a
recent publication of the graduate school
of the University of Pittsburgh:

" . . . it is realized that a general un-
dergraduate education was never designed,
and never should be designed, to prepare
individuals for immediate, highly special-
ized service. First must he laid the broad
foundation without which graduate work
would be tint a mockey. But the founda-
tion once laid. the peculiar service which
a gradnate school can render becomes self-
evdent?'

This °notation is cited primarily to
show the breadth of view held by Dr. L.
P. R4, dean of the graduate school of the
universitY of Pittsburgh since 1925. Doc-
tor Sieg maintains that some of the high-
est tyre of emanate instruction is to be
foond in a few of the larger research and

industrial organizations. As already indi-
cated. this idea has been accented for
years by many engineering faculties in un-
,ler-radliate training, in some form of co-
noerative work. Tt remained, therefore, to
wn-t, not a similar elan to assimilate some

the hrAer grade industrial instruction
evadable in the Pittsburgh district. Con-

-:arcing the usual method of pedagogic

*Reprinted from "Electrical Engineering"
January, 1934
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administration in many graduate schools,
it is not surprising that this plan has
created widespread discussion.

It is realized that there are not many
places equally favored by the circum-
stances cited and it therefore is not pos-
sible to establish a similar practice at all
universities; but the salient features of the
arrangement so eminently are suited to
meet the basic requirements of a post-
graduate engineering education that similar
plans elsewhere, even on a smaller scale,
should be well worthwhile.

In discussing the fundamentals of an
adequate engineering education, it is well
to recognize the fact that the requirements
for the engineering profession are different
from those of some of the older profes-
sions. Frequently the latter are regarded
as being essentially professions of learning;
and since the methods of the universities
are naturally the outgrowth of practices
evolved in the older professions, there is
an inclination to overemphasize the impor-
tance of book learning in engineering
training. Now, regardless of how import-
ant knowledge may be in any walk of life,
including engineering, of course, it never-
theless should be recognized clearly that
the engineering profession is primarily a
profession of creation and accomplishment
and that the training of engineering stu-
dents and of the younger engineers there-
fore should be directed toward developing
in them above all else a desire and ability
to create and accomplish. It is extremely
important, then, that in addition to im-
parting the necessary knowledge, particu-
lar stress be laid upon developing in the
student during the most formative period
of his life such traits as initiative, action,
imagination, analytical ability, and inde.
pendence of thought; in other words, ac-
complishment through knowledge rather
than knowledge in itself should be stressed
throughout the entire course, beginning
even during the undergraduate program as
far as at all possible. However, no mat-
ter how carefully the curriculum may be
planned and how thoroughly the college
work carried out, it will have to be ad-
mitted that it is at best very difficult to
give to the student in a purely university
atmosphere that training in developing
initiative, resourcefulness, action and re-
sponsibility which is required in actual
practice. Consequently, there is a distinct
danger in extending the engineering college
course beyond the usual 4 -year program,
except for those who expect to make re-
search or teaching their life work. The
inevitable conclusion is that postgraduate
work on subjects that cannot be covered
adequately during the undergraduate
course should be carried on by engineers
after entering the profession.

Although many universities have estab-
lished postgraduate evening courses, seldom
is it found that the individual student
avails himself of more than 1 or 2
courses, or that such work is extended
over a very long period after graduation
The only way in which this condition can
be improved is by offering proper incent-
ives for postgraduate work, preferably in
the form of additional university degrees
If these incentives are to be effective and

accomplish the maximum results, they
must be such as to stimulate an appreciable
number of engineers to greater effort than
that involved in 1 or 2 casual graduate
courses. In this connection, there is one
fundamental which should govern the
establishing of standards for offering de-
grees or similar incentives of any kind,
and that is that the standards should be
such as to bring about the maximum total
effort in the profession and therefore re-
sult in maximum accomplishment os a
whole. It is all very well to establish a
high standard; but if the standard is so
high that only exceptional students can
reach it, little good will be accomplished.
The same is true if the conditions are such
that the possibilities are open only to
students in favorable financial circum-
stances. In short, the conditions and
standards governing the obtaining of de-
grees should be such that the goal is pos-
sible of attainment by a reasonably large
number of the abler members of the pro-
fession. Furthermore, degrees in engineer-
ing should be conferred as rewards for
originality and accomplishment rather
than for the accumulation of knowledge
alone, if they are to take cognizance of the
requirements of the engineering profes-
sion.

The University of Pittsburgh -Westing-
house graduate program recognizes these
fundamentals, as shown in the following
regulations published by the graduate
school of the University of Pittsburgh:

"By agreement between the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany and the graduate school, certain cour-
ses in the educational program of the com-
pany are identified with the school. Those
in charge of the administration and of
the instruction of these courses have regu-
lar appointments on the staff of the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, and hence credits
earned in these courses are recorded under
the regulations as resident credits. Re-
gardless of the number of credits earned in
the Westinghouse courses, there must be
gained for the master's degree a minimum
of 10 credits in regular University courses
and 6 thesis credits.

"1. Courses are open. except by special
permission, only to designated employees
of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company who are graduates of
accredited colleges or universities.

"2. Registrution. including the pay-
ment of fees, shall he effected at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh.

"3. No student may take any of the
Westinghouse courses for credit in the
graduate school, unless he has in advance
the approval of the dean of the graduate
school and of the head of his major de-
partment.

"4. A registration fee of $5 for each
registration is required regardless of the
number of courses taken. For the Westing-
house courses, there is no tuition charged,
but for the courses offered by the resident
staff of the University of Pittsburgh, the
regular tuition charges are levied. Upon
the granting of a degree, the regular
graduation and publication fees are also
assessed.

(Continued on Page 20)



THE MARTIAN MARVEL

THERE is a great deal of talk now-
adays about wireless with Mars," re-
marks the goofy lookin' old gazooney

who had chosen to come and sit along-
side me on the park bench. "It is about
time these piffling radio experts were
waking up to the fact that Mars has
been trying to attract our attention for
hundreds of years."

"Humph! There ain't been no signals
from Mars bustin' th' diaphragms of my
Baldwins yet !" I snorts. "That's only
newspaper flub wrote fer th' consump-
tion of half-witted dumbbells who don't
know th' diff'runce between a Cunning-
ham tube an' a porcelain cleat!"

I gets this off real caustic like, because
that was the way I was feelin'. Here I'd
been sittin' in Golden Gate Park gulpin'
fog for three hours keeping a date with
a jane who never showed up-and now
comes this queer-lookin' old gink talkin'
Mars an' radio. About all you hear
talked about nowadays is moonshine an'
radio, but this bird's line evidently is
Mars an' radio.

"1 quite agree will: you that the as-
sertions of popular scientific writers in
regard to Mars are based upon unproved
hypotheses," says this park -roaming mys-
tery alongside me, solemn like. "Never-
theless, some of their suppositions are
correct-amazingly correct. I /tame I"

He gilts this out sharp-so sharp that
I kind of half slide an' half jump around
on the Tench, runn.ng a sliver through
my pants an' a good ways into my hift

"Ouch!" I says; an' I starts to get up
to pull the thing out.

"That is no way to speak to a gentle-
man, sir-especially to me, the great
Baron Koubansky !" exclaims the old
freak, jumpin' up. "I tell you, I know I"
He grabs me by both shoulders and
shoves me back onto the bench so hard
that the sliver navigates about another
half -an -inch deeper.

"Listen " he hisses. "I have been
there !"

"Where!" I gasps, "Mars?"
"Yes," he answers, tense hire. "Yes, I

have been to Mars."
Well, when I hears that I begin to

get peeved.
"Look here, old rattlebrains !" I blows

up, "My mental apparatus don't tune
them waves you're radiatin'. Anybody
that believes they've been up to Mars
needs th' same thing them homebrew vic-
tims roostin' on lonely coral rocks down
in th' South Seas need who hear radio-
phone music an' signals an' things with-
out no receivin' sets-namely, a nice
little sheaf of one-way tickets to th'
nuthousel"

I thought that would shut up the old
goof.

"Such a remark, my dear sir, is not in
keeping with the broadminded spirit of
the times," he says, quiet like. "In order
to convince you of the error of your
scoffing words, I shall extend you an
invitation that has never before been of-
fered to a human being on this earth.
I am going to ask you to accompany me
on a short trip to Mars."

"I'm very much obliged to you, my
dear Gaston," I responds, sarcastic like.

By VOLNEY G. MATHISON

"I shall be delighted to take a little spin
with you this evenin' up to th' dear old
planet Mars."

"You are ridiculing me, apparently,"
says old Koubansky with some dignity.
"You shall soon perceive your ignorance.
Come I"

We get a car to Van Ness Avenue;
then another to Ingleside, When I see
where we're bound, I begins to get un-
easy, because this Ingleside is all dark
forests and gullies, with a few wood-
cutters' shacks here an' there. Besides I
had got to thinkin' maybe this old luna-
tic actually did have some kind of flyin'
apparatus after all.

"Say, look here, goofy," I says at last,
as we get off the car, "if you really are
lookin' for some Boob McNutt to break
his neck tryin' to help you navigate some
crazy contraption across a few million
miles of space, then you can count me

"Well. Am *ore 1157. If year Martin svirrItir rte,
'gather fle 'mit tell ',NI 1 JtJ Kapp,."

out. I went up in a homemade flyin'
machine once-"

"Your decision, sir, is premature," re-
plies old Koubansky, kind of worried
like. "I assure you that my invention has
little in common with the generally -ac-
cepted principles of aeronautical science."

"I knew it !" I groans. I considers
ditchin' the bird right then, but still I
had a kind of sneakin' curiosity to see
what he had.

Up in a gulch in the wildest and dark-
est part of Westwood we come to Baron
Koubansky's hangout, a small shanty hid
among the trees, and back of that a
wooden structure about twenty feet
square and thirty high, with neither win-
dows nor roof, but with a small pad-
locked door in one side. The Baron un-
locks this, we go in; then he closes the
door and switches on a light.

Standing on some large beams and
held upright in a heavy timber frame is
a kind of cross between a lighthouse
and a giant steel torpedo. The thing is
about twelve feet in diameter and twenty-

five feet high; the top end is pointed like
the shell of a big gun, and the base is
rounded like the thick end of a' egg. In
the side, near the lower end are foul
heavy glass ports. Between two of these
ports I make out the seam of a door,
but otherwise the monster is all smooth
solid steel.

"Sulphurous saints !" I gasps, clean
dazed. "Is this thousand -ton chunk of
decarbonized Bessemer supposed to fly?"

"It does fly, as you term it," replies
old Baron Koubansky, calm an' proud
like. "Here you see, sir, the first and
only reversed -gravity rocket in the
world !"

"Reversed what !" I sputters.
"Reversed -gravity rocket, I said," re-

plies Baron Koubansky. "The secret of
its flying power lies in a wonderful ray
which I have recently discovered-
though I find that it has long been known
on Mars where it is called the Zit ray-
by means of which the force of gravity
can be controlled, reduced to zero, and
even completely reversed. In this rocket
are five Zit ray generators, the largest
of which acts upon the entire lower part
of the steel shell and serves to drive the
rocket away from any source of gravity,
as for instance the earth. The energy of
the other four generators is directed
into the upper part of the rocket; and
through their reacting upon various heav-
enly bodies other than the one from
which the rocket is being propelled, en-
ables the torpedo to be steered in any
desired direction. The ray -controlling
apparatus is so delicate that this three -
hundred -ton shell can be made to weigh
less than one ounce, or at will its entire
mass can be set in opposition to gravity."

"I don't know if I get you right," I
tells him. "Do you mean to say that
when you open up them Zip rays full
power you can make this steel rocket
weigh three hundred tons less than
nothin'?"

"That' sir, is approximately the idea,"
replies old Koubansky. "The action,
however, is much more powerful. At
full strength, the rays cause this shell
to be repelled from the earth with a
force of nearly sixty thousand tons. This
decreases with the distance, of course,
but ample power is always available, be-
cause one is constantly meeting other
bodies from which additional repulsion
may be obtained."

Maybe you don't think I was feelin'
pretty dizzy by this time.

Stickin' a kind of socket wrench into
a hole in the steel shell, the Baron gives
it a couple of turns; whereupon the door
in the side of the rocket swings open.
This door is about ten inches thick, an'
looks like it belongs on some wireless
corporation's safe.

"Come," says Koubansky, polite lace,
"let us be on our way."

"Nothin' doin !" I exclaims, backin'
off. "I ain't goin' in there !"

"\'Vhy, my dear sir, is it not yet ap-
parent to you that my reversed -gravity
rocket must be perfectly safe!" says the
Baron, real pained like. "And think of
the possibilities of this trip! You can
obtain the constructional details of the
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wonderful Martian radio system and
patent them in every country on earth-
except Japan. Why, you will become
the most famous man in the world!"

"Not while old kid C. Chaplin is still
able to amble around, I won't," I comes
back. "And say, if these here electron
magicians on Mars have been signallin'
us so long, how come we can't hear 'em?
I know a bird with more vacuum tubes
than brains who listens every night with
a twelve -step amplifier on every wave
from twenty thousand to a hundred
thousand meters-an' all he gets is mush
from N -P -G!"

"The answer is very simple," replies
the Baron. "In order to tune in the Mar-
tian signals one would require a set of
inductances of such-but wait until you
see the transmitting station and you will
understand. Now let us be getting
started."

"No thanks," I tells him, real deter-
mined like. "I don't mind a little trip to
Borneo or Copenhagen, but this here
Mars is too far."

"Listen !" whispers old Koubansky. "It
you knew what they have to drink on
Mars-"

"H'm, you didn't mention that before,"
I says, thoughtful like. "Is it good
stuff ?"

"It is, assuredly," he answers. "Prin-
cipally real old rye."

"Well, I don't know," I says, reluc-
tant like. "I've walked twenty miles fer
bum home-brew-"

"I am glad you have decided to come,"
says the Baron. "Step in."

Feelin' like I ought to know better
than do such a fool thing, I goes in.
passing through another heavy inner door.

"Both these doors close hermetically
tight." says the Baron. "This prevents
the air inside the rocket from escaping
when we get up out of the atmosphere.
A simple oxygen generator keeps the
air in here in good condition. The rocket
also is provided with electric heaters and
is lined with a heat -holding material for
protection from the fearful cold of inter-
stellar space."

He turns on a light. whereupon I find
myself in a round steel -walled room.
which is all choked up with motor -genera-
tors, high-tension transformers. centrif-
ugal pumps, copper pipes and steel cyl-
inders. Set in among this complicated
apparatus are five strange -looking glass
tubes about six inches in diameter and
three feet long, with rows of smaller
tubes containing silver -like elements
branching out on each side like a fish's
backbone. In the center of the rocket
stands a small table with a U-shaped
top: and a leather swivel chair is set
in between the legs of the U. This table
and the panels it supports are covered
with clusters of dials. meters. verniers.
gauges. and control wheels. while fitted
into six black tubes, one coming from
overhead one from underneath, and four
running horizontally from the sides of
the rocket. are six sets of adiustable
Innses. in front of which is an elaborate
arrangement of tiny mirrors and gold
threads mounted over six finely -engraved
silver scales.

"Most of the controls volt see on the
able and panels are for building un the
fine Zit rays, which are generated in the
,.tats tubes." says the old degravitv wiz-
ard. "Each ray has two power controls.
one of which varies its force in ton
units, and the other in pounds. The
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lenses and mirrors are used in the navi-
gation of the rocket."

"If you will seat yourself here," he
continues, pointing to a second chair,
which stands over a large glass port in
the iron floor, "we shall be getting on
the way."

Feelin' right uneasy an' excited like, I
sits down,

Old Koubansky switches on a shaded
light over his control table, turns off the
others; then taking his seat he throws
in some switches on the panels. There
is a clicking of automatic starters, and
motor -generators begin to hum. Pretty
soon five little blue lights flash up on
the control table. As the Baron con-
tinues his manipulations, the big glass
tubes slowly fill with a glowing silver -
colored vapor, which gradually clears
away again leaving half -a -dozen soft
rainbow -colored lights flickering and
waving in the tubes.

"Now!" mutters old Koubansky-and
I hold my breath.

The motor -generators take on a deeper
hum; the fluttering colors in the tubes
suddenly turn to a hot flaming green;
and then I feel the springs in the seat
of my chair quiver a little. We were on
the way!

Looking down through the port in
the floor about a minute later I see the
lights of San Francisco and all the bay
cities twinkling below-and getting small-
er and farther away every second.

"Sufferin' Jeremiah" I gasps. "This
thing must be travellin' like a speed -
bullet !"

"No. only about ten miles a minute,"
answers old Koubansky, looking up from
his controls. "We have to go slow here.
otherwise the friction of the air would
burn us up. When we get out of the
atmosphere we shall come up to our
regular running speed, which is about
ninety thousand miles a second."

"Oh !" I says, kind of sickly like. "Is
that all."

"Why, no." replies Koubansky. "I
could double that, if you are in a hurry."

"No. not a'tall, thanks." I replies,
hasty like. "I got lots of time."

"The atmospheric pressure indicator
has dropped to zero," mutters the Baron:
and he reaches for his controls. The
hum of the motor -generators again

changes to a deeper note, while the green
flames in the tubes grow more brilliant
and become shot through with streaks
of purple. The needle of a meter which
reads from zero to two -hundred slowly
begins to rise.

"The influence of the Zit rays practic-
ally neutralizes the gravity of our bodies
as well as that of the rocket and its
narts." says the Baron. "Otherwise we
could never withstand this rapid accelera-
tion."

In about a quarter of an hour. the
needle of the meter has climbed to ninety-
fonr. where it steadies up.

"Now we are properly started." says
old Koubanslcy, contented like. "It may
interest you to know that this cold des-
olate vastness through which we are
shooting at a speed of ninety-four thous-
and miles a second is not so empty as
some imagine, but is quite thickly scat-
tered with pieces of dead rock of every
conceivable dimension from mere star
dust to hurtling masses weighing thous-
ands of tons. These rocks interfere a
great deal at times with the navigation of
the rocket, but thanks to the powerful

repelling action of the five Zit rays, we
can never collide,"

Taking a look out of one of the side
ports, I see the moon off abeam, her
dead volcanic craters and mountains of
solid ice showing up plain; then I
glimpse down through the floor port at
the earth, which has shrunk up to about
the size of an ordinary full moon, with
the continents of North an' South Amer-
ica lookin' like two ham -shaped shadows.
Old Koubansky sits mutterin' over his
mirrors an' lenses while every now and
then the rocket takes a kind of sheer-
probably dodgin' them flyin' rocks an'
interstellar brickbats.

About half -an -hour later, the Baron
begins shuttin' down his tubes. Glancing
down through the bottom port again, I
see a big round disk, which looks about
ten miles across, comin' up at us fast.

"Mars !" I exclaims. "I can make out
th' canals-"

"No, not canals-cables," says Kou-
bansky. "You have been deceived by
the popular supposition that the lines on
Mars visible in powerful telescopes are
canals. As a matter of fact they are
systems of immense cables wrapped
around the planet, thereby forming a
sort of gigantic dynamo armature pro-
ducing powerful electrical currents."

"Excuse me," I says meek like. "I
never thought of that."

"The Martians drew power from these
cables hundreds of years ago," resumes
the Baron. "They soon discovered, how-
ever, that the magnetic drag was slowing
the planet down and would eventually
bring it to a stop; and so they had to
abandon the system. At present they
produce millions of kilowatts of energy
through the disruption of atoms in pecu-
liarly constructed vacuum tubes. I should
explain to you that these people on Mars
have been in existence approximately
eighteen thousand years longer than the
inhabitants of the Earth."

"Then we must still be in th' ring-
tailed -baboon stage, alongside of them,"
I remarks.

"We are coming down in the wrong
place," mumbles old Koubansky, sud-
denly getting busy at his lenses. "I shall
have to get reactions on Venus and
Jupiter and set over farther."

Looking through the floor port, I see
a white, sunlit city shootin' un at us;
then in a few minutes we slip down
through a hole in the roof of a big
building and land inside as soft as if on
a velvet cushion.

"We are now in a landing station used
by the mail and express flyers from
Venus," says Baron Koubansky. shutting
off his tubes and generators. "Owing to
the small size of this planet, its gravity
and atmosphere are only about one -fifth
that of the earth, and if we were to
venture out into such thin air unpro-
tected. we should instantly bloat and
burst open. The opening overhead
through which we descended is therefore
closed and the chamber containing the
rocket is pumped to fifteen pounds. Then
we shall get out and put on pressure
maintenance suits."

"You talk about mail trains from
Venus." I remarks. "Tf these birds are
flittin' around like that, how come they
never call on us?"

"The 'Earth's gravity would mean in-
stant death to a Martian," replies Kou-

(Continued on page 26)



THE oscillator circuit in receivers em-
ploying electron coupled Pentagrid
Converters, such as the 2A7, 6A7, and

1A6. requires very careful design if en-
tirely satisfactory performance is to be
obtained. This is particularly true in
connection with all -wave models.

As is the case in any superheterodyne
receiver, it is desirable to obtain as
nearly as possible uniform oscillation
strength over the whole frequency band.
This is rather difficult in conventional
types of circuits in which no compensa-
tion is incorporated, due to the fact that
it is not easy to secure sufficient coupling
at the low frequency end of a given
band without over -coupling at the high
frequency end. A very good means for
checking the strength of oscillation over
the frequency band is provided by a DC
microammeter inserted in the grid leak
(Rg) circuit. The product of the cur-
rent and the resistance will give a volt-
age proportional to the oscillator volt-
age. Several curves are given in Figure
1 indicating differences between Type
1A6 tubes purposely picked to show a
rather wide spread of characteristics.

There are two methods commonly used
for maintaining substantially uniform os-
cillation strength over the whole fre-
quency band. These are shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. The circuit shown in
Figure 3 incorporates a means for in-
creasing the coupling at the low fre-
quency end of the band by utilizing the
series padding condenser of the oscillator
circuit for obtaining increased coupling
at the low frequency end of the band.
This makes possible the use of an in-
ductive feed back at the high frequency
end, which is not sufficiently close to
cause the generation of parasitic oscilla-
tions, while at the same time it allows
sufficient feed -back at the low frequency
end to maintain a good degree of uni-
formity. This is particularly true for
the domestic broadcast band where the
series padding condenser used is of the
correct value for maintaining proper
alignment when intermediate frequencies
in the range between 175 and 456 kilo-
cycles are used.

OSCILLATOR
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It is not always thought desirable by
the manufacturer to use a series padding
condenser as shown in Figure 3, and in
those cases it is necessary to utilize some
other method of maintaining uniformity
of oscillation. This is particularly true
when specially shaped condenser plates
are used in the oscillator section as is
quite often done. Figure 1 shows the
approximate amount of variation of os-
cillator strength over the broadcast band
for a typical circuit of this sort. It will
be noted that the strength of oscillation
at the low frequency end is considerably
weaker than at the high frequency end
of the band. If adequate coupling is used
to bring the low frequency oscillation
strength up to a sufficient value, parasitic
oscillations are quite apt to occur at the
high frequency end due to over -coupling.
An interesting circuit (Figure 4) shows
a very satisfactory means of overcoming
this condition by inserting a suppressor
resistor Rs of 500 to 1000 ohms in
series with the oscillator grid. This will
reduce the strength of oscillation at the
high frequency end due to the fact that
the capacity reactance of the input cir-
cuit decreases as the frequency increases.
This limits the oscillator amplitude at
the higher frequencies to a greater extent
than at the low frequency end of the
hand. The curves in Figure 2 show the
improved uniformity in oscillation
strength obtained from the same tubes
as those used in taking the curves in
Figure 1 after incorporating simple mod-
ifications similar to those shown in
Figure 4.

An additional point of interest in con-
nection with the tube performance is
revealed by the fact that greater ease
in starting oscillations may often be se-
cured by returning the grid leak to
ground instead of to the cathode. With
changes similar to those indicated above
Type 6A7 tubes which required at least
150 volts on the oscillator anode under
conditions of Figure 9 required an anode
voltage of only 25 volts to give satisfac-
tory performance in the circuit of Figure
4.

Radio Commission Warning
(Continued from Page 6)

Pied law violators that officers were com-
ing to arrest them. The young man himself
was taken into custody and found guilty
in a police court for violating police regu-
lations.

Congress has given serious consideration
to a bill providing that "no person shall
use, operate or possess, in any vehicle
within the United States or any place sub-
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, any short-
wave radio receiving set without a per-
mit."

Provision is made for permits to be is-
sued by District Attorneys, to applicants,
who must furnish two affidavits executed
by bona fide residents of their districts,
vouching for the good moral character of
the applicants.

Police officials in some cities are in favor
of such legislation as they claim their
work in apprehending criminals and in
protecting law-abiding citizens, in some
instances, has been interferred with by
persons who intercepted messages inten-
ded solely for the police.

However, the Commission is hopeful
that no such legislation will be necessary
as it would have a tendency to hinder ex -

(Continued on Page 17)
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Department of Commerce., Seeking Perfec-
tion for Radio Range Beacons

ACOMPREHENSIVE effort, both prac-
tical and theoretical in character, to
increase the efficiency and reliability

of radio range beacons by eliminating
multiple or split courses that have de-
veloped as a radio phenomenon in moun-
tainous coantry, has been started by the
Aeronautics Branch. Multiple courses are
additional "on course" signals received at
points where, "pff course" signals should
be heard. In lisyel country this phenome-
non does not exist.

Rex Martin, Assistant Director of
Aeronautics in charge of air navigation,
who is supervising the investigation, has
declared that multiple courses constitute
what appears to be the last problem to be
solved in perfecting the radio range bea-
cons which have been operated for several
years by the Department of Commerce to
provide directional guidance to airmen.

The practical phase of the investigation
will center around a special radio -equipped
Commerce Department airplane and two
Department experts, L C. Elliott, airways
patrol pilot of the air navigation division,
who discovered the multiple courses, and
D. M. Stewart, electrical engineer of the
Bureau of Standards. This expedition has
been sent to the mountainous country of
the West to conduct flight research is the
multiple -course problem.

On the theoretical side, Mr. Martin has
requested the co-operation of the presi-
dents of 71 colleges and universities
throughout the United States. In his let-
ters to the presidents, Mr. Martin said:

"It is thought that you might assign
someone to this problem or suggest that
it be carried out in connection with gradu-
ate work, inasmuch as the principles in.
volved pertain fundamentally to radio
wave propagation. Your assistance is
therefore solicited in obtaining information
which you feel would be advantageous in
bringing about an early and successful
conclusion to the problem involved. Any
action which you may take in this con-
nection will be greatly appreciated."

Discov-ry of Multiple Courses

Multiple courses were first discovered
in March 1932, by Mr. Elliott while in-
vestigating another radio phenomenon in
the form of shifting courses at night. This
trouble is being eliminated by the instal-
lation of a new type antenna. Warnings
were sent to all aircraft operators after the
multiple courses were definitely established.
Cautionary measures were issued to the
Army Air Corps on February 13, 1934,
for the special benefit of those pilots who
would be assigned to fly the mail.

Mr. Martin was preparing for the in-
vestigation of the problem last September
when he suffered severe injuries in an air-
plane accident. The subsequent hospitaliza-
tion and convalescence period delayed this
work.

Studies of the multiple course condition
made since its discovery by Mr. Elliott
have revealed that it exists both with the
loop antenna and with the T -L type and
that there seems to be very little difference
as to the number of multiple courses or
the area covered. In general, it has been
found that within a distance of 10 to 15
miles from the radio range station, the

multiple course effect is not sufficient to
prevent the use of the range beacon. How-
ever, at distances sreater than 30 miles
from the transmitter, there have been
many instances of 5 or 6 courses. The
spread of these courses or the width of -the
band of the courses may be many times
that of the normal course and in some
cases has been known to cover an angle of
as much as 18°.

However, the band of courses Ais.ually
confines itself to a width of approximately
10° at a distance of 50 miles from the
transmitting station. The spread or the
angle over which these courses exist varies
with the distance from the transmitting
station. For example, the radio range may
have ope 2° course, which may extend 10
miles from a station and then at this
point will split into 2 or 3 courses cover-
ing an angle of 4° or 5° and again may
split at a distance of 30 miles from the
station and split into a band covering 8°
to 10° and at 50 miles, courses may con-
tinue to split, covering an included angle
of 10° to 12°.

Arrangement Not Predictable
Attempts already made to correlate the

splitting of courses with surrounding ter-
rain have not proved successful and it is
not yet possible to predict the arrangement
of split courses that will prevail at any
station. When a course is directed down a
valley which' is bound by regularly defined
mountain ranges at either side, the split-
ting of courses is found to be most evident.
Courses seem to split up worse under this
condition than any other condition which
has been experienced. On the other hand,
if the courses are projected perpendicular
to a range of mountains or several ranges
of mountains which are regularly defined,
a negligible amount of splitting occurs.

When courses are projected across moun-
tain ranges at an angle, it has been found
that they will split at the mountain peak
and continue to split, depending upon the
number of ranges traversed. In regions
where the mountains are irregular, which
is generally the case, the results obtained
vary widely and cannot be anticipated.

In general, it is believed that the major
difficulty occurs in  connection with re-
flections from mountains. This reflected
energy either adds to or subtracts from
the energy which is propagated in a direct
line, depending upon the difference in path
lengths and the phase shift at the reflect-
ing surface. Multiple courses are often
found to be crooked while in numerous
other cases they are found to be remark-
ably straight and will lead a pilot directly
tq the station.

It may also be pointed out that these
multiple courses may appear in the fol-
lowing manner: Bounded on both sides
by the same characteristic signal; bound-
ed on one side with an "A" and on the
other side with the "N" as would nor-
mally be expected; and the reciprocal of
this condition with the "A" and "N" on
improper sides of the course. In some
cases courses have been found to appear
and disappear without continuing into the
station from which they emanated, but as
a general rule they can safely be used for
homing purposes.
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BROADCAST STATION NEWS

"Broadcasting Network Service" is
the title of a new 60 page book issued by
the Long Lines Department, of the
American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany for general distribution. A small
paragraph in the front book ,explains
quite concisely the contents of the book
and reads "The Bell System's part in
the development of wire networks for
radio broadcasting". The book is divided
into four parts, General and Historical;
Operation of Networks; Plant and
Costs; and Advance Planning. A request
on your letterhead will bring a copy to
you while the supply last.

New Radio Chain
On February 16th, the North, American

Broadcasting System started operation.
This chain consisting of nine stations
located in five states.

The stations co-ordinated are WHAD

Milwaukee, WCLO at Janesville,
WHBI. at Sheboygan, WHBY at Green
Bay, WKBH at La Crosse, WOMT at
Manitowoc, WIBU at Poynette, WTAQ
at Eau Claire, WRHM at Minneapolis,
giving coverage in Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Northern Illinois, Iowa, and West-
ern Michigan.

Employment Increase Registered
For the last six months of 1933 the

employmen of broadcast technicians has
increased 11.9 per cent, and weekly pay-
rolls increased 21.1 per cent, according
to information recently released by the
NRA Code Authority. The total weekly
payroll for broadcast technicians for
the middle of December, 1933, is given
as $71,243.61, full time employment being
given to 2006 men, of which more man
half get $35 or more per week.

PERSONALS
Will F. Berens, of Washington, D. C.,

is interested in amateur, commercial, and
service work, in radio, and that about
covers all.

Phil Merryman, with NBC at Wash-
ington, sure keeps hopping on their As-
sociation Technical Employees. For
those that don't know, this is the em-
ployees of NBC organization.

Eighteen days for mail to Alaska from
New York is not bad time as Albert
Harris, in Latouche, Alaska can verify
if you feel like writing him.

F. J. Boseker is still making his head-
quarters in Ludington, Mich.

Louis Dehmlow is hanging his hat on
shore at Galveston now, but may decide
to go to sea again.

Eric 0. Swordmaker is with the Ta-
coma Oriental SS Line, and knows a
good deal about West Coasting.

W. E. Boring pulled up stakes and
moved a little way down the street, but
it is still good old Birmingham for him.

Walter Boraker, W9OYE to you, is
waiting to hear from you boys who have
lost contact. He is at Rocky Fo Colo.

Summer time means shippi. ' me on
the lakes for C. R. Non r , and
things are looking good for him now.

Eugene B. Bonnabel is operating on
the SS Oakrian of the Lykes -Ripley line
down New Orleans way.

A. E. Goodgame is holding down the
SS Dean Emery of Standard line and
likes it plenty.

Carl A. Johnson is KGA'ing at Spo-
kane, Washington.

W. D. Thomas who was down Wash-
ington Nyay on the shipping code work
calls North Quincy, Mass. his "real
home".

E. J: Jones is on the U. S. S. Lexing-
ton, K Division, San Pedro, Cal.

E. K. Anstey is radio operating for
the Imperial Oil people at Toronto, and
can give you some light on Canadian

shipping matters.
Jay Adams is at the transmitter of

WFBC, down Greenville, S. Car. way.
R. G. Gloyd, Jr. still likes old station

"C" at Vanderpool, Tex.
Keith Singer was still Transcontinental

& Western Airing at Newark, N. J. the
last we heard from him.

Another boy on the lakes is E. Wille,
who calls Pt. Washington, Wisc., his
port of embarkation.

Paul S. LeVan who really works at
WHP, can usually be stirred up at
W3MG on the amateur band.

You can never say for sure whether
Bob Stauffer is at Hiram, Ohio, or on
the good ship Joliet.

C. W. Bischoff who carries a tele-
graph second and phone first class ticket
can be stirred up at Columbus, Ohio
these days.

Peter Rice who is one of our old tim-
er: is in the windy city these days,
Chicago, in case you don't know it.

Charlie Kemper made a big jump from
San Pedro on the S. S. Gertrude Kel-
!ogg to Forty Fort, Pa. recently.

The Air "Racket"
"THE so-called 'Air Pirates' have little

I- or no chance to get away with that
racket," said George B. Porter, Act-

ing General Counsel of the Federal Radio
Comrniss'o#, "as the air is being constant-
ly monitcM4 by our inspectors who quick-
ly detect ,Interlopers. It is a comparatively
simple matter.to get the necessary evidence
to bring forth an indictment, and the
Radio Act of 1927 as amended, has plenty
of 'teeth' in it for violators of its provi-
sions. The courts have uniformly held that
all, radio .stations operating within the
United Stags must be licensed by the
Federal Radio Commission, and each
station must he manned by an operator
duly licensed by the Commission."

The comment was brought out by the
indictment and conviction to three months
in jail of Judson Morris and J. A. Strauss,
who were arrested on January 20, 1934,
charged with illegal operation of a radio
station at Joyland Park, near Lexington,
Ky. with transmission power of VA watts,
on a frequency of 900 kilocycles, using the
call letters WLKY, without a license from
the government.

ADMINISTRATOR ASKED
"HOW ABOUT IT?"

March 28, 1934
Mr. William Farnsworth,
Deputy Administrator,
National Recovery Administration,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:

As the representative of the broadcast
technicians of New York City, I have
been instructed to protest against the de-
lay in reopening the Broadcast Industry
Code for consideration of the provisions
dealing with technician's hours and wages.

'1 he Code approved by President Roose,
volt spec;fically calls for a report on these
mattes within ninety days after Decem-
ber 11, 1933. This hearing is already more
than two weeks overdue. To our knowl-
edte, no satisfactory explanation has
Leen forthcoming for a failure to adhere
to this provision.

The wage classifications have been in
dispute from the very outset. This sec-
tion was so phrased as to be full of am-
biguities and loopholes readily seized upon
by the employels with the result that the
purchasing power of technicians has re-
mained practically unchanged.

It was the understanding of labor that
the forty hour week would be reconsidered
after a ninety day period of study by the
Code Authority. Unemployment is still
widespread. To remedy this the Code has
accomplished practically nothing. During
the peak of the broadcast season employers
have enjoyed a forty eight hour week. La-
bor has been patient, believing that a
forty hour week would be adopted when

(Continued on Page 30)

Radio Commission Warning
(Continued from Page 16)

1e-imental work in the shortwave field.
George B. Porter, acting general counsel

says, that if any serious abuse is made by
the general public of private radio mes-
sages vigorous steps will be taken to in-
v'ke the law.

Tn order that the public may be fully
informed concerning the protection thrown
around private, radio messages, the Com-
mission suggests that each purchaser of a
combination broadcast and shortwave re-
ceive,. 1-e furnished; by tbe,salesman with
the excerpts of the Radio Act concerning
the secrecy of radio messages and the pen-
alty for violations.
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A Continuously Adjustable Band Pass Filter

SECTION I

By G. H LOVELL
Member of Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Labs,

SECT ION II

Fig. i-This structure was chosen for the adjustable band pass
filter. From an electrical standpoint the two adjacent capacitances
CI could be combined in a single condenser, but the needed range
in capacitance can be more readily obtained by two condensers

fib select certain groups of high fre-
1t quency currents and discriminate

against others, it has been customary
to employ tuned circuits on account of
their simplicity and ease of construction.
In some applications, however, tuned cir-
cuits have pronounced short -comings.
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Their transmission is decidedly non -uni-
form, on account of the sharp peak at
the resonant frequency. For any given
combination of coils and condensers, the
peak is much sharper at the low -fre-
quency end of the tuning range than at
the high -frequency end so that the width

Fig. 2-A side view of the filter, with covers
removed, shows one of the two sections. Each
combination of associated coil and condense is

mounted in a separate compartment

of the passed band varies with the fre-
quency setting. These drawbacks were
very evident in preliminary considera-
tion of a selective network which was
required in connection with a new high -
frequency generator. Happily recent ad-
vances in the filter art made it possible
to design a filter -type network which
satisfactorily met all the requirements.

The generator, which was to be used
in the study of quartz crystals, was to de-
liver currents of precisely -known frequen-
cy anywhere in the range from 400 to
1200 kilocycles. Since the range required
to investigate a single crystal is only a
few hundred cycles, it was desirable to
sweep over this range by turning a single
control knob. The filter which is the sub-
ject of the present article was for use in
the output circuit of the generator. The
location of the band with respect to fre-
quency was to be readily adjustable to
any place in the 400-1200 kilocycle range,
and it was not to require resetting during
the sweep over a frequency range of 3000
cycles.

Design of this filter presented most of
the difficulties inherent in any high fre-
quency filter, such as those of controlling
the effects of stray and distributed induc-
tances and capacitances, and in addition
other difficulties due to the requirement of
readily adjustable band location. Any
one of a number of different types of band-
pass filter sections might have been used
for the purpose if it were practicable to

Fig. 3-The two upper knobs control the shunt
condensers; and the two lower knobs, the series

condensers



vary all of the elements, both coils and
condensers, in the filter. The variation of
so many elements, however, would have
required a large number of controls in or-
der to shift the pass band of the filter
from one position to another.

The first problem then, was to deter-
mine a type of filter section which could
contain few adjustable elements and at
the same time meet the transmission re-
quirements. These were: that the filter
t-ansmit the same band width in cycles
at any setting; that it provide the same
amount of discrimination at any setting
against frequencies outside the band; that

a

the action of the filter may become evi-
dent, in a rough fashion, when it is re-
membered that the impedance of a path
through an inductance and a capacitance,
connected in series, is a minimum for the
frequency at which these two elements are
in resonance. Accordingly, frequencies
close to that for which C' and Li are res-
onant will be readily transmitted through
the filter from terminals 1 and 2 to ter-
minals 3 and 4. At frequencies close to
the resonant frequency of either C' and
L' or and L3, however, the filter tends
to provide a short circuit through one or

the other of the shunt paths provided by

Fig. 4-C' and Cs of Figure r are composed of
fixed and variable condensers in parallel. c is the
tuning condenser. b and d are used to place the
capacitance within the desired range. a is adjusted
when the filter is built so as to make the
capacitance of a+b the same in the two sections

of the filter.

it have small distortion within the band;
and that the impedance of the filter re-
main approximately constant at various
settings so as not to introduce reflection
losses at some frequencies.

With all these requirements in mind, the
characteristics of a number of available
types of filter sections were studied. As
a result of this study a filter section was
found which seemed to meet the require-
ments best. In this section the band of the
filter might be shifted up or down by ad-
justing the coils only, or the condensers
only. Further consideration showed that
if adjustable coils were used they must
have a large range of inductance adjust-
ment. Such coils have a small ratio of
reactance to resistance as the inductance
becomes smaller at the upper end of the
frequency range. This would cause a much
larger attenuation loss at the higher fre-
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the combinations of these elements.
In this filter the values of the elements

are so proportioned that the resonant fre-
quency of the series path is midway be-
tween the resonant frequencies of the two
shunt paths. Thus the filter becomes a
band-pass structure and has peaks of at-
tenuation symmetrically located above and
below the pass band. While the cut-off
frequencies are dependent on all the ele-
ments in the section the mid -band frequen-
cy which is half -way between the two
cut-off frequencies is determined by the
resonance of Li and CI ; and the two
peaks of attenuation are determined, one
by the resonance of L' and C' and the
other by the resonance of L3 and C'.

Mechanically the framework of the fil-
ter is a box -shaped brass cage fronted by
a panel and covered on the remaining
sides with aluminum sheets. On the in -

Z 0
400 500

FREQUENCY
600

the coils are mounted on the condensers,
and wired as a unit, virtually the only
wiring to be done after assembly is con-
necting two vertical wires to join the out-
er terminals of the coils. One of these
vertical leads can be seen in Figure 2. The
ground connections are made by the shunt
condensers which are in contact with the
panel.

By locating close to each other the cor-
responding arms of the two sections of the
filter it is easy to gear together the con-
densers having identical functions. This
cuts the number of independent controls
in half. Of the four control knobs (Fig-
ure 3), the upper two are used for setting
the shunt condensers, and the lower two
for setting the series condensers. By the
use of adjustable condensers in which the
plates are so shaped that the resonant fre-
quency, rather than the capacitance, is
proportional to the angle through which
the control dial is turned, the pass band
of the filter can be set with equal accu-
racy throughout its range. Verniers, add-
ed to the condenser dials, increase the pre-
cision of the setting.

The shunt capacitances are composed
of four condensers in parallel (Figure 4).
By the use of keys located on either side
of the panel, a portion of the total capac-
itance can be disconnected from the cir-
cuit. This arrangement is a simple means
of increasing the range and the precision
of adjustment of the condensers and is
more economical than larger variable con-
densers. In this filter, for example, when
the keys are thrown to the "in" position,
the filter covers a frequency range from
400 to 535 kilocycles; and when they are
thrown to the "out" position, it covers
the range from 535 to 1200 kilocycles.

By the use of the verniers, the dials can
be read to one -tenth of the smallest scale
division, and the filter can be set to with-
in ± 500 cycles, which is only about .06
per cent of the mid -band frequency when
the filter is operating in the middle of its
range. A calibration chart gives each
setting in terms of the mid -band frequen-
cy. Using this chart, the pass band of
the filter can be placed anywhere in the
range which the filter covers. Such in-
sertion -loss characteristics as those shown

Fig. 5-A constant band width of 3000 cycles is secured throughout the range from 400 to 1200 kilocycles

quencies than at the lower. On the other
hand adjustable condensers may be con-
structed which have negligible loss, and
which consequently may be varied over
the wide range without affecting the fil-
ter loss. For this reason the filter sec-
tions were made with fixed coils and ad-
justable condensers.

The filter consists of two such sections,
shown schematically in Figure 1. The
functions of the elements in determining

ner surface of the panel the condensers
are mounted and to the backs of the con-
densers their associated inductance coils
are affixed. Each tuned crcuit is indi-
vidually shielded by a copper can and the
stators of the adjustable condensers are
closely surrounded by shields to reduce
the effects of stray capacities. The remov-
al of the panel makes all the parts acces-
sible.

The wiring of the filter is simple. Since

in Figure 5 for certain settings of the con-
tra] dials are representative.

This style of filter is not restricted to
the high -frequency range of the filter de-
scribed. In addition to this filter, which
has a range from 400 to 1200 kilocycles
per second and a band width of 3000 cy-
cles, a filter has been built, similar in ap-
pearance and construction, with a range
from 22 to 52 kilocycles and a band width
of 500 cycles.
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The Pitt -Westinghouse Graduate
Program

(Continued from Page 12)

"S. Credits earned through the West-
inghouse courses are recorded as resident
credits.

"6. A minimum of 30 resident credits
is required for any degree from the Uni-
versity, of which, in this particular ar-
rangement, a minimum of 16, if the thesis
is worked out on the campus, must be
earned in campus courses.

"7. The research work leading to a
thesis may be conducted with the content
of the head of the department, under the
direction of any of the Westinghouse
lecturers."

As indicated in these regulations, there
are at present 30 Westinghouse lecturers
actively identified with this program. As
such, they are recognized members of the
graduate faculty of the University, meet-
ing from time to time as a group with the
resident faculty.

'I he 30 credits required for the master's
degree normally would take at least 5 or
6 years of evening work even under the
most ideal conditions, assuming that suit-
able evening courses were available during
such an extended period of time. Such
sustained effort and continued financial
sacrifices for tuition and the like, partic-
ularly during early life, makes the obtain-
ing of a master's degree impracticable,
if not impossible, in the majority of cases.
With the plan described, it is quite pos-
sible with reasonable effort outside of
business hours and under moderate fi-
nancial obligations to obtain this degree
in about 3 years. At the same time, the
total requirements in the way of univer-
sity credits have not been lessened in the
least and the thesis requirements have
been increased.

With reference to the thesis, it must be
considered that the laboratory facilities
now existing in the larger industries will
permit the carrying on of work of a
character often impossible with the facili-
ties available in the colleges; consequent-
ly, the thesis results accomplished are
likely to be, but not necessarily, of a high-
er order and of greater usefulness. The fact
that the work carried on in industry is to
serve as the basis for a thesis will prove
an incentive for the use of a higher order
of analytical work and originality. Con-
sequently, the results will be of greater
value to the industry, and the engineer
himself will profit because of the necessity
for greater accomplishment and for carry-
ing such additional studies as are required
for his thesis. Appendix II gives a list of
these subjects so far completed as a part
of this program. As a rule, the thesis work
is carried on under available research or
development appropriations of the com-
pany, although at times small special
appropriations are made for the purpose;
therefore, no expense to either the stu-
dent or the university is involved. Where
appropriations for experimental work can-
not be made available a purely analytical
study often is chosen for the thesis. The
work usually is supervised by one of the
University of Pittsburgh-Westinghouse
lecturers after formal approval has been
granted by the department of electrical
engineering of the university.

Dr. E. A. Holbrook, dean of the schools
of engineering and mines of the University
of Pittsburgh, says:

"During the past 4 years I have re -
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viewed a number of the theses presented
by candidates for the master's degree un-
der our Westinghouse co-operative gradu-
ate program. Uniformly, these theses show
more professional maturity and higher re-
search technique than the usual post-
graduate master's theses in engineering. I
make this comparison, having in mind not
the University of Pittsburgh alone, but
also the graduate theses I have read in
the several colleges with which I have been
connected."

A general idea of the character of the
courses of study can be obtained from
Appendix 1. Many of these consist of
lecture courses and problem worlg, al-
though in several the problem work pre-
dominates. In general the courses are con-
ducted in a manner quite similar to the
regular university courses, except that
most of them are given during working
hours and some of them at night. The
course E.E. 151-152W on electrical theory
and engineering practice, which is an out-
come of the so-called engineering school of
the Westinghouse company, is somewhat
different from the ordinary course. It con-
sists of weekly assignments of a relatively
large number of questions which the stu-
dents are called upon to answer during an
extended quiz at the end of the week. The
questions represent broadly a survey of the
present state of the electrical art and ac-
cumulated experience in the application of
fundamental principles to engineering
problems. They involve the study of de-
signs, materials, methods of construction,
testing, application, and maintenance of a
wide variety of electrical appliances and
equipment as well as significant excursions
into the history of the development of the
art. This part of the graduate program,
as well as many other features, has grown
out of the pioneering work in advanced
engineering education by Mr. B. G. Lam -
me; some of Mr. Lamme's fundamental
ideas along this line are set forth in his
publications. (See "Technical Training for
Engineers," Electric Journal, September
1916, p. 404.)

Among the courses instituted during the
more recent years, special attention might
be called to E.E. 193W by Doctor Slepian
on conduction of electricity in gases, E.E.
181-182W by Doctor Lewis on symmetrical
components, and M.E. 161-162W by Doc-
tor Nadai on applied elasticity. Comply-
ing with an urgent demand, these courses
and also the one on electrical theory and
engineering practice have been made
available to students outside of the Wes-
tinghouse company and an appreciable
number of engineers connected with the
utilities and also instructors and postgradu-
ate students of the university have availed
themselves of this opportunity.

Special attention is called to the fact
that credits can be obtained only by suc-
cessful completion of these various courses.
No credits whatsoever are obtained for any
of the shop, testing, drafting, or engineer-
ing work done by the students during
working hours. The experimental work for
the theses is conducted, of course, in the
laboratories of the company during work-
ing hours, and frequently the engineering
work of the company benefits from the
solution of the problems in connection with
the theses.

The entire work of the students is done
under the broad guidance of the school of
engineering of the university, and the
university assiimes the responsibility for
the adequacy of the program. However,
since a great many of the engineering sub-

jects required for the master's degree are
given by the Westinghouse staff, the even-
ing courses covered by the university staff
relate essentially to such subjects as ad-
vanced physics, mathematics, economics,
and the like, so that a properly balanced
curriculum will be maintained. The de-
gree conferred is that of Master of Science,
usually with the major in electrical or
mechanical engineering.

In 1930 the plan was extended to in-
clude the doctor's degree, the requirements
for which, although in the first stages
similar to those for the master's degree,
are more extensive both in quantity and
quality of work to be covered. For the
doctor's degree great care is exerted to
select candidates who have much more
than the capacity to pursue courses and
to conduct simple, straightforward re-
search. It is felt that, for the most part,
the investigations and courses should be
carried on in the fundamental fields of
physics, mathematics, or chemistry. Al-
though for the master's degree certain
credits can be obtained through Westing-
house courses and research work, the ma-
jority of the credits for the doctor's de-
gree have to be obtained through the uni-
versity courses.

Tables I, II and III give some statisti-
cal data relating to the graduate program
and the results obtained. Table I gives the
number of degrees granted during suc-
cessive years. Table II indicates that a
total of 354 students have participated in
this work and 59 or only about one -sixth
of that number have obtained degrees.
Some pertinent conclusions may be drawn
on the basis of these figures:

1. Requirements for the degrees are
high, which means that, in addition to the
necessary analytical ability, a great amount
of energy and perseverance is needed

2. Distracting influences are encount-
ered due to increasing professional and
family responsibilities.

3. Depression readjustments and low
financial sources have prevented some
from completing the work.

4. Under normal conditions, many
students are transferred to distant branches
of the company, and although the univer-
sity has arranged reciprocal relations with
other graduate schools, the resultant pro-
gress is slower.

Table III shows that in addition to the
fact that approximately 50 per cent of the
graduates remain with the company, about
25 per cent are called into teaching or
some phase of educational work.

Table I-Degrees Awarded
Year MS. PhD.
1927 1

1928 1

1929 8 1

1930 9
1931 14
1932 12 1

1933 11 1

Total 56 3
From the standpoint of the industry,

the results of this postgraduate work have
been most gratifying. Although the aver-
age engineering graduate is inclined to
settle down to routine work after entering
industry an entirely different spirit can
be noted among those taking part in this
postgraduate work. During the various
courses their interest in analytical work

(Continued on Page 221



PIONEER WIRELESS OPERATORS

HERE'S a bit of ancient wireless
history interesting to your readers
who man the ships sailing to the

Gulf ports.
It's taken from a Mobile paper, of

Dec. 22, 1905.
"First Aerograms have been exchanged

between Steam -ship St. George" enroute
to Mobile and the Mobile office of the
1)e Forest Wireless Telegraph Co. in
the City Bank Bldg., when the new
Mobile -Havana liner was located 152
miles off Ft. Morgan. Mr. Pillichody of
the Tugboat Association, who is said not
to have any faith in the Wireless Sys-
tem, had the operator of the Tugboat
Association up all night at Fort Morgan,
for the purpose of being the first if pos-
sible to report the approach of the
Steamer. But while the Prince George
was 35 miles off from the light, which
is just off Fort Morgan, at 6:45 A. M.
and still out of sight of the fort, the
De Forest office here received the fol-
lowing wireless message: 'Steamship St.
George at Sea. Dec. 22, 1905.

"'To Mobile, Ala.
"'Just stay there five minutes, will

have business. Will dock about noon.
We are 35 miles from light. Where are
you located? Do you know how the
Fitzsimmons-O'Brien fight came out?
Captain says will be there 10 A. M.
thinks.

(Signed) Heilig, Operator'"
Then this, from the Mallory Liner,

San Jacinto:
Kniskern, Mobile:
Yes, hear you, but faint, change your

tune. Nothing of S. S. St. George.
Don't know her call.

(Signed) Conklin, Operator.
75 miles off Southwest Pass. L. A.
Then this one from New York (either

42 Broadway or D. F,)
Kniskern, Mobile:
Prince George left New York. Dec.

16th. Arrives Mobile sometime Friday or
Saturday morning. His call is Cu

(Signed) Herndon.
"The Prince George has been expected

in Mobile since early yesterday but has
not been sighted from this city yet. The
De Forest operator remained at his in-
strument through the night in order
to locate and get a report from the ves-
sel, and the Fort Morgan operator of
the private line between Mobile and the
fort also remained on duty all night."

(As was to be expected, and despite
the regrettable skepticism of Mr. Pilli-
chody. the wireless beat the Wig -wag
and telescope.) "Although the De Forest
office here kept track of the Prince
George from the time she left New York
on the 16th. inst. it did not locate and
get word from her until early this morn-
ing. Each vessel equipped with wireless
anparatus has a schedule and a call. The
Prince George will arrange a schedule
neon her arrival here. In view of the
fact that a wireless operator receives
messages from the ticker like a telephone
girl receives calls for numbers a reporter

By DR. LEE De FOREST

asked Mr. Kniskern if he did not have
to keep the instrument over his ears all
the time on duty, and was consequently
put to more trouble than the ordinary
telegraph operator? He replied in the
negative, giving his reason that the wire-
less offices on land have schedules with
essels having wireless apparatus and

knew where they ought to be at certain
times. When a wireless message is sent
there is a noisy flash from the instru-
ment." Nevertheless, and notwithstand-
ing operator Kniskern's optimism, the
enthusiastic operators of those days grew
callouses and became flat -eared from un-
interrupted application of "the cans",
(thereby frequently benefitting in ap-
pearance.)

At Christmas 1905, dear old Admiral
Manney of the Navy, who personally had
taken an extraordinary interest in the
early progress of Wireless, had resolved
on a grandiose experiment, and it was
splendidly carried out. His idea was to
get in touch with all stations south and
north from Washington as the radiating
point, (Arlington was not yet built)-to
broadcast Christmas greetings from the
Navy and to receive responses from all
stations possible, in the shortest possible
time.

Portsmouth, N. H. was first heard
from, then came Boston, then Newport,
next New Orleans, then St. Augustine,
Beaufort, N. C., then Jupitor Inlet.

"Nearby stations, such as New York,
Atlantic City, Hampton Rhodes, etc.
were easy, and the messages came back
all right about midnight." The record on
that occasion was with Guantanamo:
"Manney, Washington, Christmas Greet-
ings-Rodgers."

This message gladdened my heart at
least as much as Admiral Manney's for
I knew something of the awful Hell
those brave operators, both civilian and
navy, had undergone for twelve months
down there in the stifling, stinking man-
goe swamps, not at all aided or cheered
by "Limpy Rodgers", to enable him from
his comfortable old cheesebox, "Amphri-
tite," to flash his Xmas greetings to the
Capital.

The newspaper clipping finishes:
"Admiral Manney thinks getting mes-

sages across the Atlantic not impossible
in the future."

And just to fortify him in this proph-
ecy, on Jan. 3, 1906 "D. F." at Manhat-
tan Beach sent the first 2150 mile mes-
sage to Curtis, or Dorchester, Civilian
Operators at the newly completed Navy
Station of Colon ; almost the distance
to the west coast of Ireland.

But not alone with the Navy did the
idea of those fond Christmas greetings
broadcast by Wireless originate. The
St. Louis "Post -Dispatch" arranged with
our 25 KW. East St. Louis station to
send out to all these listening early
Christmas morning: "Peace on Earth,
Good will towards Men." The Arch-
bishop of St. Louis, Most Rev. John J.
Glennon, and the Rt. Rev. Daniel S.

Tuttle, Bishop Episcopal Church Diocese
of Missouri, were among its notable
sponsors. The poetically -minded reporter

of the Post -Dispatch waxed most elo-
quent over a full page of the Sunday
Edition, richly and imaginatively illus-
trated.

"A World -Wide Christmas Greeting,"
"It is a message that will be sent forth
in song from thousand of temples
throughout the world. But from nowhere
else over all the broad earth will it spring
forth to be gathered in other lands from
the very air even as it was in the star-
lit watches of the morning in Judea,
1900 years ago. It is to be sent out on
the suggestion of the Sunday Post Dis-
patch from the De Forest Wireless tele-
graphy station in East St. Louis at sun-
rise Christmas morning.

"Peace on Earth, Good Will towards
Men"

A feeling almost of awe may well en-
compass the operator who puts on the
wings of the ether on the birthday of
the Christ that message which was given
forth by the angel host. With no irrev-
erent hand will he touch the key that
sets that message in motion. He will be
performing a miracle of modern science,
doing a thing never done before, actually,
intelligibly filling the air with the song
of Christmastide.

"From his hands it will spread filling
all the terrestrial atmosphere and will
find its way almost instantaneously to the
uttermost corners of the earth, to the
islands of the sea, to and through the
ships on the sea, over mountains, valleys,
plains into the frozen north, through the
tropics and across the equator, out on
the western ocean, back over to the
Judean land from whence it sprang at
the dawn of Christendom." And so on
and on ! Unlimited faith in the potency
and coverage of our East St. Louis sta-
tion this imaginative writer possessed
verily. And yet it is to me, looking back
over all the busy years of radio progress
since this was written, noteworthy to
find here, so feelingly expressed, the
wondering and poetic appreciation of
what has, long since he wrote.been ac-
tually accomplished by the Radio Broad-
cast. there foreshadowed.

"The message that goes out from his
little isolated temple of Science, by the
East St. Louis tower, will itself spread_
and radiate and permeate the whole
atmosphere, a paean of peace and praise
and good -will sung by an invisible aerial
mast. It will absolutely and actually be
a greeting to the furthest corners of the
Earth."

It is a pity that now -a -days. because
this "miracle of science" has become so
trite and commonplace, scarcely a thought
is given to the mystery and to the spir-
itual significance of the marvelous me-
dium with which we toil and earn our
daily bread.

And that is the sad feature of science;
that its wonder and its philosophical
meanings are so quickly submerged in
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the dire tangles of an intricate technique,
lost to our dulled perception.

The last of the five big Navy Wireless
Stations which I had designed, that at
San Juan, Porto Rico, was now also in
commission. From his long siege at
Pensacola, quarantined by the. yellow
fever scare, G. S. Iredell had been trans-
ferred, as a fitting reward, to complete
and open that larger station.

On Nov. 18th, 1905 he copied the first
complete wireless message ever received
in Porto Rico from the mainland, altho
during the three weeks following his
transfer fragmentary messages had been
heard from Brooklyn, Savannah, Pensa-
cola, and Guantanamo. This one was
addressed to the "The Eagle"-leading
newspaper at Ponce.

"Key West, via San Juan. There were
no new cases of yellow fever in Habana
yesterday. There now remain under
treatment five cases of yellow fever al-
together. There are many suspects how-
ever, because physicians are reporting
their dengue patients as suspicious."

"WE ARE CERTAINLY PRO-
GRESSING." "FIRST WIRELESS
FROM MAINLAND"-are the startling
headlines with which "The Eagle" plumed
itself, on that momentous occasion.
Shortly after the New Year Iredell had
the P. R. transmitter in successful opera-
tion with her four big sister stations of
the Navy chain, and ready for the long -
delayed Official Acceptance tests.

Popular interest not only in Wireless
but in electrical matters generally had
now risen to such a level that for the
first time in history Electrical Exposi-
tions were to be held, the first one at
the old Madison Square Garden in New
York. Our first "Wireless Booth",
primitive precursor of all the gigantic
Radio Expositions or World Fairs of
today, seemed to attract more interest
there than any other exhibit.

An electric automobile equipped for
wireless transmitting and receiving was
displayed. A "wireless Bulletin Service",
posting news items and happenings
aboard the various steamships equipped
with De Forest wireless were continu-
ously posted. As a "historic exhibit"
even at that early date, we displayed one
of the weather-beaten sets which had
earned such honors for wireless by its
record -making press -work for the Lon-
don -New York Times in reporting the
Russo-Japanese war off Port Arthur,
and brought home at last by Operators
Brown and Athearn.

A complete new 1 kw spark trans-
mitter, gap unmuffled, drew mobs of
gapes w.th its deafening staccato rattle.
Rapidly New Yorkers became wireless -
minded.

And then during the month following,
on January 15th, 1906 to be exact, Chi-
cago opened her first Electrical Exposi-
tion. nt the Coliseum.

"THOUSANDS HEAR PRESI-
DENT'S WIRELESS MESSAGE
OPENING BIG ELECTRICAL
SHOW: `To the Chicago Electrical
Show : Congratulations and best wishes.
Theodore Roosevelt.'

"Thousands of persons breathlessly
silent on the floor of the Coliseum last
night heard this message from President
Theodore Roosevelt read from a balcony.

"Instantly the electric currents were
turned on. Thousands of incandescent
lights flashed, electric bells rang, electric
whistles blew, and the band played the
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Star Spangled Banner, all marking the
formal opening of the first Electrical
show to be held in Chicago.

"The message was received by De
Forest wireless telegraph. Every click of
the big receiving machine made a marked
impression upon the hundreds of persons
crowded around the booth. (Evidently
our operator "relayed" it through his
spark -gap, as received by 'phone from
the West Chicago wireless station.)

Looked Upon As Miracle
"The silence awaiting the coming of

the aerogram was such as would attend
the performance of a miracle.

"ihe aerogram reached tht receiving
station in the Coliseum at four minutes
past 8 o'clock. It was copied on a type-
writer and handed to Earnest Rietz, a
messenger boy. True to tradition the
little fellow was rather late in reaching
his destination, although the crowded
aisles were sufficient excuse. He reached
the band balcony at 8:16. A bugle an-
nounced his arrival(

"Then followed the opening of the
Show."

And now, nearly thirty years after-
wards, another President Roosevelt in
Washington speaks into a microphone;
and not his telegram but his voice is
heard, not by a few thousands in the
Chicago Coliseum, but by as many mil-
lions in their homes scattered over the
broad face of the North American con-
tinent.

The Pitt -Westinghouse Gradu-
ate Program

(Continued from Page 20)

is maintained, and the necessity for taking
the initiative in their thesis work develops

TAble 11-Total Earned Credits
No. of Individuals

Less than 6 credits 106
6-10 credits 53
11-14 credits 38
15-23 credits 80

Less than 24 credits 277
Exactly 24 credits 23
More than 24 credits 54
Number with sufficient credit for degree 77

Total participants 354
Degrees granted 59
Credit requirements complete for

master's degree 18

a definite self-confidence in their ability to
do original and advanced analytical work.
As a consequence all of their later engin-
eering work is influenced along similar
lines. It is noted also that of the various
papers presented by the company engineers
before the different professional societies, a
large percentage is supplied by engineers
who either are on the Westinghouse teach-
ing staff or who have completed success-
fully their work for the master's or doc-
tor's degree in this co-operative course.

Table III-Present Location of Those Who
Have Received Degrees

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg. Co. .... 30
Teaching and educational work 15
Other work 14

Total 59

With reference to the university, this
co-operative program is found to be of

benefit in so far as it has a highly stimu-
iatmg upon the faculty mem-
bers connected with tic woric. It has made
possnoe courses that would not have been
possible without such a plan; in some
cases uns co-operation has led to certain
mathematical courses prepared joinUy by
a member of the university stair and one
of tne uidustriaa stall, with the result that.
toe application 01 mathematics to practi-
cal engineering problems has been present-
ed mole ellecuvely to the students.

APPENDIX 1-Descriptions of Courses
The lollowing course descriptions have

been taken from the last edition of the
"Liraduate School bulletin" of the Um-
versity o1 rittsburgn; they illustrate the
advanced nature in the technical content
in the various Westinghouse courses and
tne credits allowed.

Er, 15IW. Electrical Theory and En-
gineering Practice, 1; 2 credits: A study
of theory of operation and standards of
practice in design, manufacture, and ap-
plication of electrical equipment, genera-
tors, motors and their control, thermionic
tubes, oscillographs, voltage regulators, re-
lays, and transformers.

liellmund and Dudley
EE 152W. Electrical Theory and En-

gineering Practices, 11; 2 credits: A sec-
ond course similar in character to EE
isiW, but embracing synchronous con-
verters, materials and processes, refrigera-
tion, railway motors, circuit breakers,
switches and 'uses, lightning arresters, heat-
ing appliances, capacitors, switchboards,
anu rectifiers.

Edmund and Dudley
EE 161W. Electrical Machine Design,

1; 2 credits: Fundamental equations for
the generated emf. The distribution of the
magnetizing flux is determined by rigid
graphical solutions. The mmt s of distri-
buted windings by mathematical and
graphical methods. '[he effect of pulsations
and harmonics of the mmf's. Flux analysis
for 2 -dimensional fields. Calculation of
saturation curves.

Laffoon and Calvert
EE 162W. Electrical Machine Design,

II; 2 credits: A quantitative analysis of
the theory of commutation for both direct
and alternating current machines. Detailed
treatment of commutation as a switching
problem, secondary phenomena affecting
commutation, etc.

Hellmund, Baker, and Labberton
EE 163W. Electrical Machine Design,

III; 2 credits: A study of the constants of
alternating current machines which deter-
mine the transient and continuous operat-
ing characteristics. Development of for-
mulas for calculating constants. The special
problems of synchronous machine design.

Dudley, Shutt, and Kilgore
EE 164W. Electrical Machine Design,

IV; 2 credits: Consideration of the fun-
damental laws of magnetism and of the
magnetic and electrical properties of core
materials, with their adaptations to electri-
cal apparatus. Spoon

EE 165W. Electrical Apparatus De-
sign; 2 credits: The fundamentals of de-
sign of magnets and transformers. Initial
magnetizing transients. Methods of deter-
mining reactance, regulation, and short-
circuit forces. Three -winding transformers.
Mercury arc rectifiers. Peters

EE 166W. Circuit Interruption; 2 cred-
its: Fundamental studies in circuit inter-
ruption by an arc. Effects of resistances,

(Continued on Page 29)
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Dear Editor:
Let's tell the boys the truth. Better still,

let me.
COMMERCIAL wireless operators

on American vessels have always
been booted around like a lot of

tramps. Looked upon as hermaphrodite
officers, men of all work, a bunch of
horses' necks. Even a half -donkey wire-
less operator has to have about 500 per
cent more special training than the best
licensed deck officer. Yet the operator
is paid half as much and is regarded as
highly as a louse.

1-5

I was an operator once-

I was an operator once: shifted out
of the game and for some years now
have been skippering a pretty difficult
type of craft. Hence I feel competent
to judge between the comparative qual-
ifications necessary for brasspounding
and deck -officering. But to look at his
salary figures on American shipping ar-
ticles you'd think he was something
below a winchman.

In foreign vessels, greatly to the con-
trary, the radio operator is paid and
classed on a par with deck officers. On
Tap ships the bug artist's salary is never
less than that of the chief mate. And
said bug artist rates an exceptional
amount of personal service from the
steward's department.

Of course all wages are low on some
foreign ships. Therefore in certain cases
American operators may be getting as
much actual money as some foreign
hrasspounders. But the foreign op is

shoulder to shoulder with his fellow
ship's officers, and the American key
wrassler is not. Why?

The answer is exceedingly simple.
America has an enormous and enjoyable
free training school for radio operators.
and foreign nations do not. What train-
ing school? Amateur radio, of course.
Ham radio. that's the hotbed of this
ininuity.

Hold on, hams! Don't start ripping
this sheet up and go to gnashing your
teeth with rage. Read on, and swear not
to be always such asinine chumps as
some of us old timers, your ex-buddies.
have been. I still itch between thumb
and forefinger, so gather closer and
listen to a grim and dour brother ham.

Fully ninety-five percent of all Amer-
ican marine operators have originally
been owners of amateur sending rigs.
Lots of 'em still are. Nobody can ques-

tion that ham radio was and is the rich
recruiting ground of maritime interests,
whence are hooked forty suckers for
every crummy brasspounder's berth.

Hellsbells-you might say-foreign
countries are also afflicted with ham ops.
How come they haven't also run the
commercial game down to a beggarly
level of wages?

As a matter of fact, amateurs are few
and far between, outside of the United
States; and they mostly belong to priv-
ileged classes of society. In foreign
countries, with the qualified exception of
Canada, .practically the only boys with
dough enough and drag enough to put
up a ham rig and get a license for it
are the more or less blueblooded sons
of the bourgeois .rich. They are not the
class of infants who go forth to be
rocked in the cradle of the deep at fifty
a month on some rusty hooker. In Japan,
nobody of less degree than at least the
illegitimate third son of a fourth grade
Samari count can even hope.to get a ham
station permit from Nippon's militaristic
rulers. In Italy amateur transmitters
are totally illegal. To get caught with
one means nothing less than the frock -
pile marshes for Guiseppe
Hammo. Even Big I Mussolini would
have to ask himself permission to put
one on the air, and the ugly bambino
would probably turn himself down. Mr.
G'mo Marconi is just about Italy's only
legal ham.

Furthermore, even in those .countries
where ham stations are permitted-under
rigid restrictions-sending gear costs big
kale. You can't swap a spare tire or a
basket of brussels sprouts fora 5 -watt
ham rig in CzechoSlovakia. No obsolete
AC broadcast receiver to build a low -
powered transmitter with is available for
a gummy dollar bill in Estonia.

There is one immense country where
most of the foregoing does not apply.
That is the U. S. S. R., or the Soviet
Union-often incorrectly referred to as
"Russia". (The name "Russia" has been
deleted from Soviet maps since 1917.)

In the U. S. S. R. hams are aided
and encouraged. There will eventually be
tens of thousands of amateurs here.
However, this is not likely to have any
effect on the wages of Soviet commer-
cial operators. In this land wages and
working conditions are controlled by
labor itself. Good radio men in the
Soviet Union are classed as specialists
and engineers. They probably always will
he; for the starving U. S. S. R. already
operating broadcast transmitters with 500
and 1000 KW in the last power stage,
is developing the world's greatest short-
wave networks.

Incidentally, a good many good-looking
gals are wireless ops on Soviet ships.
In the U. S. S. R. a woman is as good
as two or three males any time. Women
may be engineers or deck officers, or

even skippers. The wireless op may
be married to the captain, and the fingers
that mend the sox may be the fingers
that flip the bug.

Yep, world's changing. But in the
United States, so far as commercial
brass -pounding is concerned, it's chang-
ing for the worse. Wages have not been
lower in twenty years. More and more
extra duties are being shoved onto sucker

ops. One transatlantic line will not
hire an operator unless he has a mate's
ticket; then he is required to stand a
deck officer's watch at a greatly slashed
salary, and do the brasspounding for
nothing. What to do?

Get together boys.

Nothing magic, nothing inspiring about
that proposal, you'll say. And the beach
crowded by enough stranded brass -
pounders to start a soup line with. True
enough. But there's absolutely no pros-
pect of improvement except through col-
lective action, Unionization is no final
cure-all. Yet a militant, fighting organ-
ization can land a jolt to the jaw that
will make some improperly sired gentle-
man see stars.

The most persistent and bitter criticism
of united strike action is that there are
always some hungry pups ready to rush
in and grab the jobs for less money.

That positively can be stopped. Don't
organize an old hens' sewing circle of
the sort that's been out of date since the
gay nineties. Organize a union with
fight in it. Railroaders, butchers, plumb-
ers, printers and some other classes of
workers have showed long ago that they
can accomplish a great deal through
unionization.

Many people think that America is
already embarked on revolutionary
changes. Peaceful changes. Looks like
workers may have to fight like the devil
to put over this peaceful revolution.
Some say it requires peaceful strikes,
peaceful picketing, peaceful riots, peace-
ful gunning.

Nevertheless even the most critical
seem to see unprecedented opportunities
under the Rooseveltian deal for thorough
and effective unionization. Privately
among themselves, the powerful cliques
that own America are savagely critical
of what they consider unparalleled and
unwarranted encouragement of union-
ization by the present administration. A
lot of the big shots don't like the looks
of things.
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Right today, in the face of vast un-
employment, live fighting unions are get-
ting somewhere. For instance, grimy
coal -diggers are forcing even the mighty
steel trust to back down. How? By
means of a hard-boiled union that re-
fuses to eat dirt, even when begged to
do so by its own slushy, soft-soaping
bought -out leaders.

It's already pretty evident that the
author of the "New Deal" is not going
to hand anything out to workers on a
silver platter, nor even on a dime store
crumb -tray. At the same time workers
have never before been offered such an
opportunity to get together collectively
and fight for themselves.

Comrades, fellow -workers, sooty gen-
tlemen of the mills, and even white -
handed wireless ops-you are virtually
being told to get together. Now is the
time for all good men to come to the
aid of their own class and do a little
good peaceful fighting.

What are you doing about it? Shrug-
ging your shoulders. Saying that unions
are no good-never accomplished any-
thing. That you're looking out for Jack,
to heck with everybody else. Well, that
sort of yellow dog stuff is entirely out
of date. It's ancient hsitory. If you
won't work together now, Jack will get
chuck -all, and so will everybody else.
The looker -out for Jack alone is a traitor
to himself and to every man, woman,
child and house -dog dependent for daily
bread on the line of work Jack's engaged
in.

Surely unions have pulled off unsuc-
cessful strikes. Surely unions have been
sold out time and again by crooked
double-crossing officials and leaders. It's
repeatedly alleged that beyond a shadow
of a doubt the largest of unions has
never been in the hands of a smugger
bunch of marionette -show officials than
the present pack.

Sad, but possibly true. Unionize just
the same. If the union is run by greasy
hypocrites, by crooks and glib tongued
misleaders, throw them out. Raise the
roof, call a showdown, demand a vote.
Get new officials, and if they slip, kick
them out. Put some good peaceful fight-
ing into the picture. Don't whimper like
a wet cur and pound brass on some dirty
old scow for fifty a month, curry and
rice, and a sneer. What in the devil
have you got to lose?

There's the old persistent response.
No matter how bad a ship is, or how low
the wages. a dozen punks with the ink
wet on their tickets are itching to grab
the berth.

That's partly true today. But it's true
only because there is not yet a sufficiently
strong, militant and business -like opera-
tors' union that is in a position to com-
mand respect. One is trying to build
itself up now. The thing to do is to
join it. help it; dish out at least enough
dues to make it hum. Printing bills and
rent can't be paid for with love and
kisses. Not a union's bills, at any rate.

Operators have got to build up an
organization aggressive enough and ac-
tive enough not only to request consider-
ation, but to demand it. Also it should
carry on some unionization work, or at
least maintain contacts, in every radio
school in the country. It would be a
mistake to build up a commercial opera-
tors' association that failed to reach out
persistently for the newcomers in the
schools. Most hams intending to become
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commercial ops do usually go to some
school or other for a short while to
bone up for a license. These newcomers
ought to be drawn into the organization
early.

The brilliant success of American hams
in creating and maintaining one organiza-
tion is certainly proof enough that the
boys can get together.

There may be a few wealthy members
in the A. R. R. L., but the organization
functions primarily on funds and through
the activities of average hams who have
very little cash to throw away. We have
shown long ago that we can get together
as amateurs. Amateurs can also stick
together when they become commercial
ops. No doubt about it.

It just requires some guts, some de-
termination, a little peaceful battling.

e s an interesting straw. A rotten
one-horse outfit on the Gulf chiselled
wages for operators down to forty a
month. One of their tubs sailed four
voyages operatorless before some poor
hungry bum was found who would take
the job. This before the present opera-
t3r.;' union was hardly functioning at all,
and with dozens of brasspounders on the
beach. It goes to show what might be
accomplished with a good live, well -sup-
ported organization.

Oh yes, but in the end some insignif-
icant runt took the job, you'll say. Look
here. Nobody has a better chance to
spread news around the ocean than a
w.rele_s op. With a strong aggressive un-
ion functioning, every operator at sea could
and should be notified of any ship carry-
ing a scab at non-union wages. First put
on a little gentle pressure in the way of
suggestions over the air to join the gang.
If ND, ostracize the dear fool. Smear
his name on the air. No op would stand
that very long, and every brasspounder
who reads this knows it. Just a little
nice, peaceful maneuvering.

So far as the working classes of
America are concerned, opportunity's
tangly forelock bears a big tag marked
"Collective action!" Are you going to
grab it ? If you don't, you've all got mud
up your neck. Ought to be shoveling
sand in a fascisti concentration camp.
And first thing you know, you will be.

Got to get in and do a little peaceful
scrapping for yourselves. It absolutely
can be done. The time for militant
organizing is here, right now. Never
was more to be gained, less to be lost.
Join-pay your dues-read your union
mag-and write up your grievances for
it. Come on, get wise, sucker.

Old rules, old bets are off. This is a
new day, a new deal. If the cards are
crooked, take the dealer to task. Time
flies, things change. Workers are not
half so scabby today as they were twenty
years ago. Growing rebellious, reckless.
Big business senses this: hence it dreads
militant collective action more now than
ever before.

Yours and 73,

Signed (D.V.)

An interesting little booklet of 32
pages is issued under the title of "The
Electric Eye", by Accousto-Lite Corp.,
Ltd. 2908 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles,
Cal. The price is 25c, and anyone inter-
ested in Seleninm Cell work will find
much of interest in the booklet.

Open -Wire Program Circuits
(Continued from Page 8)

additional outlets should not affect the
through transmission.

Such taps are obtained by a distributing
network inserted in the circuit. The in-
sertion of this network in the line, how-
ever, produces a loss, which is made up
by a single -stage amplifier inserted in the
line immediately ahead of the distributing
network. The arrangement of amplifier
and network, which form a single rnit
called the 11-F amplifier, is shown in
Figure 3. One of the six outlets will be
used for the through circuit and will be
connected directly to the input of a 14-B
amplifier, while the other five may be em-
ployed for connections to branch circuits
or local stations.

Although program circuits differ from
telephone circuits in requiring transmission
in only one direction, a reversal in the di-
rection of transmission is often required.
A circuit employed normally to transmit
programs originating in New York, may
frequently be used to transmit entertain-
ments arising in San Francisco or some
other western point. To make the fullest
and most economical use of repeater facili-
ties, therefore, it is necessary to be able
to reverse the direction of their transmis-
sion in a minimum of time. This is ac-
complished by a simple key operation,
which interchanges the connections be-
tween the lines entering an office and the
input and output of the amplifier. The
arrangement is shown in Figure 4, where
the keys are represented by the switches
A, B, C, and D. With the switches down,
as in the illustration, the direction of trans-
mission is from left to right, passing
through a low-pass filter, switch A, a low -
frequency equalizer suitable for the line
on the left, switch B, the common high
frequency equalizer, an attenuator, a 14-B
amplifier, switches C and D, a low-pass
filter, and on to the line to the right.

When transmission is to be reversed all
switches are thrown to the up position.
This removes from the circuit the low -
frequency equalizer suited to the left-hand
line and substitutes one suitable to the
right-hand line, and carries the right-hand
line around to the input side of the re-
peater circuit. With left to right trans-
mission the program passes through the
four switches in alphabetical order, A,
B, C, and D, while with transmission
from right to left, the order is D, B, C, A.
When the lines on both sides of the re-
peater are of the same gauge only one
low -frequency equalizer need be provided.
Under these conditions the single low -
frequency equalizer would be placed be-
tween B and the high -frequency equalizer,
where it would be properly located in the
circuit with the switches either up or
down, and the two low -frequency equal-
izers shown in the illustration would be
replaced by continuous conductors.

The new open -wire program transmis-
sion system provides transmission perfor-
mances comparable to those of the B-22
cable program system. It constitutes an
important step in the development of a
nation-wide program network, and will
permit a uniform high-grade transmission
between any pick-up point and any group
of broadcasting stations in the country.



LINE FILTERS FOR OPEN -WIRE PROGRAM CIRCUITS

OPEN -WIRE circuits over which wide -
band broadcast programs can be
transmitted with greater naturalness

and over greater distances than heretofore
have recently been developed by the Bell
System. Whereas former open -wire pro-
gram ciriuits have in general transmit-
ted only up to 5000 cycles, the new cir-
cuits can transmit frequencies up to 8000
cycles. The new circuits are operated
simultaneously with carrier telephone mes-
sage circuits on the same wires, just as
are the 5000 cycle circuits.

By A. W. CLEMENT
Member of Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Labs.

when currents of a wide band of frequen-
cies pass over any circuit not specially
equalized for such a band, they suffer dis-
tortion. This distortion is principally of
two forms: amplitude distortion, occur-
ring when the loss is not the same at all
frequencies in the band, and delay dis-
tortion, occurring when the currents of
various frequencies require different in-
tervals to build up and die out. The dis-
tortion due to a single filter would ordi-
narily be inappreciable but since very long
program circuits may have as many as

Fig. z-Pulses as sent and received through a typical low pass filter
-1000 cycles above, and 4700 cycles below

Wherever it is necessary to separate the
carrier and program currents, filters are
employed. At each side of repeater stations
and at the line side of terminals for ex-
ample, a high-pass and a low-pass filter,
called line filters, are connected in parallel;
the high-pass filter readily passes the car-
rier currents but suppresses the program
currents while the low-pass filter passes
the program and suppresses the carrier
currents. These low-pass filters are thus
a part of the program circuit and must
meet the severe requirements for this class
of service.

The primary purpose of these low-pass
line filters is to attenuate highly all fre-
quencies above the program band while
readily passing all those within it. They
must be so designed, however, that in per-
forming this primary function, they in-
troduce no objectionable distortion in the
program circuits themselves. In general,

fifty filters as well as much other appara-
tus, the overall distortion, if not corrected,
would be readily perceptible.

Amplitude distortion in low-pass filters
and lines usually decreases the strength
of the higher frequency currents more
than the lower, and thus has the effect
of somewhat narrowing the transmitted
band. When present in small amounts, its
effects are not readily noticeable except
to a practiced ear, and its correction is
relatively easy of accomplishment.

The result of delay distortion is distinct-
ly different and in general is both more
noticeable and more difficult to correct.
Its effect on a transmitted signal is to pro-
long the interval of time required for the
signal to build up to its full amplitude,
and what is generally more noticeable, to
prolong the time required for it to die
down. In a low-pass filter, this prolong-
ation is most marked at the higher fre-

quencies. The effect is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, which shows oscillograms of pulses
of both 1000 cycles (upper) and 4100
cycles (lower) as sent and as received
through a low pass filter. After an initial
delay, the received 1000 cycle pulse builds
up almost immediately to Lull amplitude,
showing practically none of the prolonga-
tion effect described above. On the other
hand, it will be noticed that, after the
same initial delay, the received 4700 cycle
pulse is considerably prolonged, both in
buikling up to full amplitude and in dying
out at the end. In transmitted speech,
which is composed of a large number of
frequencies embracing the entire program
band, this action of delay distortion
causes a slurring over of the beginning
and a dragging out of the ends of the
speech sounds, which impart an unnatural
character to speech variously described as
"blurred," "fuzzy" and "hissing."

To obtain the desired filter action with-
out objectionable distortion, it has been
customary in the past to design three sep-
arate transmission networks. A filter is
first designed to produce the desired at-
tenuation -frequency characteristics. Then
a separate delay equalizer is designed to
correct the delay distortion of the filter.
After this, a loss equalizer is designed as
a third piece of apparatus to correct the
attenuation distortion of both filter and
delay equalizer. The loss equalizer intro-
duces only a small amount of delay dis-
tortion which can be anticipated and al-
lowed for in the design of the delay equal-
izer.

In developing the filter for the new
wide -band open -wire program circuits, a
distinctly different method has been fol-
lowed. By employing a recently developed
lattice type filter section, it has been pos-
sible to incorporate all three functions in
a unified filter structure. The total amount
of apparatus necessary, and thus the
total cost as well, are thereby considerably
reduced.

This new filter, shown schematically in
Figure 2, has four parts. All four perform
the primary filter function of attenuating
the carrier frequencies, but the sharp iise
in attenuation just above the upper edge
of the program band is chiefly secured in
the end section at the right and in the
second section from the left end, which-
because its attenuation rises to a high
value or "peak" in a small frequency in-
terval above the transmitting band and
falls off again at still higher frequencies-
is called a peak section. The two end sec-
tions and the peak section produce appre-
ciable delay and amplitude distortion, for
which it is the function of the new lat-
tice section to compensate.

The lattice section, in addition to pro-
viding part of the attenuation to carrier
frequencies, furnishes delay and loss which
are complementary to those of the rest of
the filter throughout the program band.
Consequently the delay and loss of the
complete filter are practically constant in
this range.
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If the lattice section is to furnish the
proper delay correction, there must be no
reflection between sections of the filter or
between the filter and the line and office
apparatus. To make the filter meet the
varied requirements placed upon it the
lattice section has an impedance that does
not match the line. One of the major func-
tions of the two end sections is to build
out the lattice impedance to this desired
value. That auto -transformer at the office
end of the filter is employed to modify
this impedance to match that of the office
apparatus.

TO LINE
AND TO

HIGH-PASS
FILTER

000

IMPEDANCE
CORRECTING PEAK

SECTION SECTION

Over substantially all of the program
band, the loss of the filter does not vary
more than .05db, while the attenuation
to the carrier frequencies varies from 48
to 80 db. Thus a program circuit long
enough to require SO filters would not have
a loss variation due to the filters of more
than 2.5 db, which is less than the small-
est level difference ordinarily noticeable
between component tones of a program.
The delay over the lower 93 per cent of
the program band does not vary more
than .00004 second, or .002 second for
fifty filters. Delay distortion of this magni-

tude is not noticeable to the average
listener.

This new filter, in its methods of control-
ling distortion, represents a distinct ad-
vance over former practice. The functions
of a filter, a delay corrector, and of an
attenuation corrector have all been ob-
tained in a single filter structure. By the
use of the new lattice section, a consolida-
tion has been possible which results in a
more compact design and in an over-all
cost that represents a considerable econ-
omy over former methods.

Rp1IMPEDANCE
DELAY AND LOSS EQUALIZING SECTION CORRECTING

SECTION
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Fig. 2-Schematic of new 8000 cycle low pass line filter for open -wire program circuits

The Martian Marvel
(Continued from Page 14)

bansky. "A Venus flyer did land several
hundred years ago, but he was burnt for
a devil by some religious people, and
since then the Earth has been boycotted
by all interstellar explorers."

Getting out of the rocket a little later,
I find Baron Koubansky's pressure suits
are sort of armour outfits made of some
light transparent stuff like pyralin and
fitted with flexible air -tight joints, while
on the back is a cylinder of compressed
oxygen connected through a reducing
valve to the helmet. As we help each
other get these rigs on, I discover that
we can talk and hear through the trans-
parent stuff almost as easily as if it
wasn't there at all.

When we are dressed we pass through
a door into another chamber where the
air is blown off around us; then we go
out into a big room in which we find
about half -a -dozen Martians waitin' for
us.

These here Martian gazooneys are
about four feet high, heavy set, and yel-
low skinned. They look like small Japs,
only their heads are about twelve inches
in diameter, bald, an' round as cannon-
balls. I decides right off I ain't got no
use for them.

"We are glad to see you again, Baron
Koubansky," they says, bowin' to the
old goof. "You have brought a friend
with you this time."

"Yes," replies the Baron. "Meet Mr.
-er-"

"Jones," I tells 'em. "Samuel Jones-a hard-boiled brasspounder from
Frisco I"

"We are glad to make your acquain-
tance, Mr. Jones," they say, all makin'
a fancy bow.

"Same to you," I says, diplomatic like.
"By the way, would you mind tellin' me
what kind of language you speak? I
seem to get it all right, but it ain't
English."

"It is a universal tongue," replies one
of the roundheads. "It can be under-
stood by anybody, even though they have
never heard it before. Here on Mars
we have one people, one language, any'
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one state. Every one belongs to the
state, and every one serves the state in
whatever way he is most useful."

"I guess it's a fine system," I replies.
"Say, how's chances to get a nip of
that famous old Martian rye you got up
here ?"

"Rye," repeats the roundhead, puzzled
like. "What-perhaps you mean liquor!"

"I didn't ask fer soda -water, did I!"
I retorts.

"But liquor was abolished on Mars
almost eighteen thousand years ago!"
exclaims the roundhead, astonished like.
"Except for a hundred -gallon cask of
rye whiskey which has been preserved for
thousands of years in a cask in the great
museum at Zo-Zonne the capital city,
there isn't a single drop anywhere on the
planet."

"Holy cross-eyed angels!" I groans;
-then I turns on Baron Koubansky.
"So you put it over on me, huh-you
lousy old skunk-"

"Wait," he interrupts me, troubled
like. "I admit and regret having deceived
you, but I was anxious for you to see
the wonderful Martian radio system;
and this appeared to be the only way
whereby I could persuade you to come."

I feel like taking a slam at him, but
I realizes I ain't in no position to start
anything.

"Well, all right then," I growls. "Let's
be going."

"Good," says old Koubansky, relieved
like, "I shall leave you with one of these
gentlemen, who will take you around. I
have some private business to attend to,
and I will wait for you here at the
landing station this evening."

One of the Martians takes me out
onto the white noiseless street, which
is full of hundreds of busy roundheads
passin' back and forth. The first thing
I notices is something that looks like a'
Oklahoma cyclone-a kind of dark cone -
shaped cloud-floating high up over the
city with a long stem reaching down
among the buildings.

"Looks like a friendly little tornado
breezin' along," I remarks. "Are they
common here?"

"That is not a tornado," answers the

O

Martian. "If you watch a moment, you
will see that it is quite stationary. It is
the antenna of the great radio trans-
mitter with which we are trying to signal
the Earth."

We get into a thing that looks like a
cross beween a taxicab an' a telephone
booth, the Martian shuts the door, turns
a numbered dial, sticks a nickel in a slot,
pushes a button, opens the door again,
and we are in another place.

"That is nice fast work," I remarks,
steppin' out. "Where are we now?"

"If you will look up, you will see
overhead the gigantic antenna you ob-
served a moment ago," he answers.
"This group of buildings before us is
the Martian interstellar calling and lis-
tening radio station."

The roundhead takes me inside and
introduces me to another roundhead, who
seems to be the chief engineer of the
joint,

"So this is the friend Baron Kouban-
sky brought," says the chief ; and I sees
a queer kind of look pass between the
two roundheads. "First I will show you
our receiving section, Mr. Jones. It may
surprise you to be told that we have

I cell listening to your Earth stations
for years."

With this he shows me into a big
windowless laboratory made entirely of
copper and fitted with copper doors,
where the first thing I hear is concert
music that sounds like it might be comin'
from the Frisco Examiner's broadcastin'
station.

"Shut that off !" snaps the chief, clap -
pin' his hands to his ears and glarin' at
his gang of assistant roundheads. "How
many times have I told you not to listen
to those frightful discords. They will
eventually give you audiophobia I"

I observes that the laboratory contains
three big tables about thirty-five feet
long, all of which are loaded down with
receiving gear and masses of silk -cord
connections. Here and there on each
table are rows and clusters of vacuum
tubes, about ninety altogether-and all
burning.

"This is only a part of our receiving
(Continued on Page 33)



"The Control Grid vs. Plate
Current"

(Continued from Page 9)

by the same amount it had increased.
Hence on the negative alternation we
find that the voltage drop across the re-
sistance equals 40 volts while the plate
voltage actually now equals 110 volts.

These variations across R take place
during each cycle of the impressed exci-
tation voltage. This ten volt increase
and decrease may be said to take place
between the actual plate and filament cir-
cuit of the tube since they are connected
to a common ground. These variations
although they are not strictly alternating,
are of great enough pulsations to have
alternating effects. The pulsations taking
place across R, are induced across G,
which in turn impresses them across the
grid and filament of tube 2. Hence we
have an excitation voltage by means of
a resistance drop. These plate current
variations are a direct result of the grid
excitation voltage impressed upon the
control grid; and these variations are in
turn amplified into acoustical outputs,
varying in accordance with the grid ex-
citation voltage.

Throughout this entire article it has
been the desire of the writer, to describe
the various functions in ordinary funda-
mental words without going into the
many intense technical terms.
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The Martian Marvel
(Continued from Page 26)

equipment," says the chief -engineer
roundhead. "About thirty miles from here
we have a building containing an elabo-
rate apparatus with which we project a
powerful radio -sensitive, non -diverging
beam, or, as we call it Zero ray. We can
adjust this ray to strike on any desired
part of the Earth or other planet, and
radio waves impinging upon the ray are
registered throughout its length,"

"I wonder if I get you right," I says.
"The wireless waves hop onto this here
ray and slide up to Mars like a kid on
a bannister?"

"That is not precisely the action," re-
plies the roundhead, "but the result is
about the same. At this end the Zero
ray re -radiates very feeble waves cor-
responding to those striking its farther
end; and these re -radiated waves are de-
tected and amplified by the apparatus you
see before you-a multi-degenerator and
a forty-eight step radio -frequency ampli-
fier."

"Forty-eight step!" I repeats, kind of
dazed like. "Your vacuum tubes ain't
much like ours, I guess."

"They are pretty good," admits the
chief, "Even so, it took us eight years to
get all the circuits balanced, and five of
our best radio engineers committed sui-
cide doing it, while nine others are still
in the mental sanatorium at Zo-Zonne
having their brains readjusted."

From the receiving laboratory, the
chief takes me out into a kind of central
court to look at the transmitting aerial.
This seems to consist of a hundred or
more cables, each over a foot in diameter,
coming down from out of the sky and
shackled into four porcelain insulators,
which are about eighty feet across. From
the insulators the cables are led off in a
bunch to a great building of solid brown
porcelain.

"This antenna has a circular -shaped
flat top," says the chief pointing upward
to where it spreads out like a giant
mushroom. "It is about eighteen miles
in diameter, and is supported at an ele-
vation of thirty thousand feet by means
of a set of twelve Zit -ray generators,
similar to those you have seen on Baron
Koubansky's rocket. This cone -shaped
system of cables coming down to the
insulators keeps the aerial from flying
away, and at the same time serves as a
lead-in."

We pass into the porcelain building;
and I find myself in a vast high-ceilinged
hall, perhaps twelve -hundred feet long
and half as wide, with big steel -latticed
windows in the walls, except at one end,
where there are twenty vertical induct-
ance coils about fifty feet in diameter
and ninety feet high. Most of the re-
maining floor space is taken up by eighty
gray metal cylinders, maybe a foot in
diameter, five feet high, and shaped like
the shells of a twelve -inch gun, These
are mounted in an upright position on
heavy brown porcelain beds spaced about
ten feet apart, and are arranged in four
rows of twenty.

From each porcelain base two large
pipes and three ten -inch cables go down
into the floor, and a fourth cable runs
up overhead into a system of enormous
braided copper buses suspended from
huge insulators. I notices that each of
the metal shells has a small mica win-
dow in one side, through which ema-
nates a hot red glow.
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"Burnin' Jerusalem!" I gasps. "Vac-
uum tubes !"

"Yes, these are our power tubes," says
the chief, complacent like. "The water-
cooled alloy -metal shell serves as the
plate element, upon which is impressed a
direct current of approximately fifteen
hundred thousand volts. The tubes are
each of three hundred and fifty kilowatt
input, giving us a total power of twenty-
eight thousand kilowatts. This is radi-
ated on a wave -length of five hundred
kilometers, or five hundred thousand
meters. Yet all this enormous energy is
controlled in the final master circuit by
one little four -watt tube. Magnificent
station, is it not?"

"Yes, it's a real neat little layout," I
replies, dizzy like. "You must get sev-
eral amperes radiation."

"The man who designed and built the
station had his license suspended five
years and was permanently reduced to a
third -grade engineer because he could not
bring the radiation up to the required
minimum of forty-six thousand am-
peres." replies the roundhead. "Just at
present I am holding the antenna current
at fifty-two thousand, but it varies two
or three thousand according to the wea-
ther."

"Of course, that would be expected," I
says. "A couple of thousand amps more
or less don't amount to nothin,' any-
way."

Just about this time my guide, who
has been away some place, joins us again.

"I am sorry to interrupt your inspec-
tion of the station, Mr. Jones," he says
regretful like, "but the professors of the
First National Academy of Anthropol-
ogy at Zo-Zone wish to see you."

"Well. I s'pose I have to go," I says
to the chief -engineer roundhead. "I'll be
hack in a little while an' get all th' dope
on this joint-if it's all right with you."

"Certainly." replies the chief. "Any
time you wish." But he glances at the
other roundhead with a kind of phony
smile which I don't like.

The guide takes me out into another
telephone booth taxi: and a couple of
seconds later we arrive at Zo-Zonne.
Here we go into a building that looks
like the palace of the King of England,
and before long I find myself standin'
up on a stage in a sort of big auditorium.
in which about a thousand roundheads
are sittin', lookin' at me. I can see that
these are real old birds. because their
round domes are glistenin' like billiard
halls, an' they all have fancy snow white
goatees.

Pretty soon one old gazooney. who
looks like he is the great -grand father of
all the roundheads. comes out alongside
me on the stage.

"Fellow scientists and investigators,"
he begins. addressin' his gang out in
front of us, "I take great pleasure in
presenting to you this afternoon the first
living specimen of the Earth genera
homo saphead that it has ever been our
good fortune to get possession of. Now.
at last. we shall he able definitely to set-
tle the long continued and bitter dispute
between our good Doctors Zeeno and
Zo-Zit regarding the brain and nervous
structure of our prehistoric people; for
this ,specimen fairly represents our own
imperfect development of eighteen thou-
sand years ago. We are going to remove
his cerebellum, medulla oblongata, and
spinal cord, to investigate-

"Hey, look here, you old gooney," I
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breaks in. "Arc you talkin' about me!"
"Why, of course," he answers. "It is

a perfectly harmless procedure. Your vi-
tal spark will be safely preserved in a jar
of chemically pure radium, to be after-
wards replaced-"

"Well, all I got to say is that it's
nothin' doin!" I informs him and his
crew. "I ain't goin' to allow no gang of
basket ball headed old freaks to go
draggin' my cerebellum an' medullum
obligata around like that. You can put
that ill your pipe an' smoke it !"

"But you have nothing to say in the
matter, sir," replies the roundhead. "It
is your duty to the state-"

"It is not!" I barks, "I don't owe this
state nothin'l I don't belong to it!"

"Oh yes, you do," insists the old brain
butcher. "You have been leased to the
Martian State for a period of twenty

Vicars by Baron Koubansky."
Now wouldn't that boil you!
"Oh, he did, huh !" I says, grim like.

"How much was his cumshaw
"Five gallons of the ancient rye

whiskey preserved in the cask in the
national museum." replies the old round
head. "He has already taken it and re-
turned to the Earth."

By this time I can see that I am in a
hell of a fix.

"Well, I refuse," I declares, ugly
like. "I'll bust th' jaw of th' first cere-
bellum grabber that comes near me! Do
you get that !"

"I advise you to submit peaceably,"
replies the old round head. "If you re-
sist, we shall be forced to apply the Zing
ray, which will instantly paralyze you."

I begins to realize then that I'm done
for.

"All right," I says. "but look here-
give me a quart of that old rye in the
cask in the musPom an' let me drink it
first."

After some deliberation, the gang of
old medullum slitters agree to this. They
send out a young attendant roundhead.
who soon returns with the quart. Then
they put me in a big glass box and pump
up the air inside so I can open up my
pyralin helmet.

"Well, here goes," I says. "If your
Martian wireless ever reaches th' earth,
tell 'cm I died happy."

With this I takes a big swig out of
the bottle.

That eighteen thousand -year -old rye
seems to go right down an' bounce
against my toes-and then I thought I
was a rocket myself. I see explodin'
meteors. flamin' helium suns, fallin'
stars, spinnin' moons. blazin' comets, an'
collidin' planets. The next thing I know,
I am lyin' on the bench in Golden Gate
Park. while a big cop has me by the
shoulders an' is pretty near shakin' th'
teeth out of me.

"Holy purple -eyed wildcats!" I gasps,
sittin' up. "Some kick to that stuff !"

Gettin' to my feet. I feels a sharp pain
in the seat of my pants whereupon I
suddenly remember I still have that big
sliver I run onto while I was sittin' on
the bench. I reaches around behind to
pull it out. an' what does my fingers
close over but a big hypodermic needle-
a regular hop -gun ! Old Aaron Kou-
bansky must have dropped it nut of his
pocket when he came and sat alongside
me.

"Some kick to that stuff !" I repeats.
vankin' out the needle an' throwin' it
away into th' bushes, cautious like.

"Gwan!" barks th' copper. "Git out!"
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Condenser, Dubilier, mica, volts

40.000. cap. .0012-.001-.0008 or
.003 $10.00

Condenser. Dubilier, mica, op.
volts 8.500 cap. .004 $5.00

Condensers. Dubilier, mica, op.
volts 8,500 capacity .0004
mfd. 85.00

Condensers, Murdock .002 mfd.
5000 volt $1.00

Anti -Capacity Switches W. E.
12 and 14 Terminals, all withPlatinum Contacts, value $3.50
each. Our price 95c each

Motor Generators
120 d.c.. 110 or 220 a.c., 500 cycle

250 watt $30.00
120 d.c.. 110 or 220 a.c.. 500 cycle

500 watt $40.00 to $75.00
120 d.c.. 110 or 220 a.c.. 500 cycle

1 kw. $75.00 to $100.00
120 d.c.. 110 or 220 a.c.. 509 cycle

2 kw. $50.00 to $150.00
120 d.c.. 110 or 220 a.c.. 500 cycle

5 kw. $95 to $250.00
120 d.c., to 20 d.c., 2 kw $60.00
120 d.c., to 400 d.c. 2 kw. $45.00
120 d.c., to 600 d.c., 2kw 865.00

Just bought 70 of these from U.
S. Navy and you can have them
at 1-I of Navy's cost.
Our price $25.00

New Westinghouse
Generators

Used either as Generator or Dy-
namotor

Fil.Volts 6.9. I'late Volts 400-500.
F il. Amp. 3.i5 Fill Al. A. 250.
Complete with filter 9-16 inch

shaft. 3 in. long. weight 30 lbs.

Special
Can he used with the new Va-

cuum Contact when operated
on 45 volts. Western Electric
Signal "Drops." 1000 ohm, type
D-12 $1.00

U.S. Navy Oxidized
Brass Running
Lights, 15 inches
high overall -12 lbs.
Either red or green.
$7.50
per pair. Kerosene
type, easily con-

verted to electric.

New Low Price
Dynamotor 32-350 volt, ball bear-
ing, SO mills. Special $9.00
Per pair $L5.00
Western Electric Switchboard C.
W. 928. Control board for Dyna-
motor System C. W. 927. Consists
of starting switches, fuses 0-50_
500 volt voltmeter with switches
for testing main lines and output.
Also contains complete filter sys-
tem. Very special $8.00

Generators
110 volt a.c. 900 cycle self-ex-

cited 200 watts $10.00
165 volt a.c. 600 cycle self-ex-

cited
-

cited 250 watts $15.00
110 volt a.c. 600 cycle, self-excit-ed5.°°250 watts $25.00
1500 volt d.c. 660 mills, 1 kw.. Es -

co 1750 r.p.m. $45.00
240 volt 500 cycle, self-excited 2500

r.p.m. 250 watt, (also hand
drive/ $25.00

120 volt d.c. 5 kw 60.00
120 volt d.c. 20 kw. -115.00
600 volt d.c. 2 kw. 45.00
220 volt a.c. 500 cycle 1 kw. 45.00
220 volt a.c. 500 cycle 2 kw. 60.00
12 volt d.c. 60 amp. 15.00
12 volt d.c. 33 amp.

7..5000

Baldwin Headphones, Genuine Mi-
ca Diaphragm 2000 ohm. Regular
$15.00 value $3.50

VOLTMETERS, D. C. portable
new Weston model 45, 3 scale 0-3-
15-150 guaranteed 1-4 of 1 per cent
accurate $40.00
Ammeters, D.C., portable, new
Weston model 45; 3 scale 0-1-5-15-
150 with 3 scale external shunt
and leads 1-4 of 1 per cent ac-
curate $30.00

EDISON STORAGE
BATTERIES

All Types
1.2 Volts Per Cell

A-1 Amps. 175 Per cell
A-6 Amps. 225. Per cell
A -S Amps. 300. Per cell
B-4 Amps. 90. per cell
M-8 Amps. 11. Per cell
L-40 Amps. 25. Percell
J-3 Amps. 37. Per cell

$3.50
4.00
5.00
3.50
1.00
1.50
3.00

Ampere hour
mete r, San -
go mo, battery
charge a n d
discharge, type
MS 0-500 scale,
capacity 1 5

amp. $10.00

NAVY AIRCRAFT DYNAMOT-
OR. Gen. Elec. new 24-1000 volts,
1 amp. extended shaft with pul-
ley, can be driven by motor or
propeller, giving 24 volts output
for filament and 1000 volts for
plate or driven by its own input
of 24 volts. Value $250.00. Our
special price $50.00

DYNAMOTORS
24-750 volt Gen. Electric 200

mills $27.50
24-10001 Gen. Elec. 1000 mills 60.00
24-1500 t'en. Elec. 2 1-2 kw. out-

put $95.00
12-350 volt 80 mills 18.00
12-750 volt 200 mills 30:00
32-350 volt 80 mills 8.00
32-300 volt 60 mills 7.50
Dynamotor Armatures. General

Electric triple commutators, d.c.
24-1500 volt $12.50

Postage and deposit of 20 per cent. required on C. 0. D.,orders. No orders
shipped for 'less than $1.00 -WE DO NOT ISSUE CATALOGS.

JOHN REARDON
SURPLUS SPECIALIST

Suite 1401, 505 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK, N.Y.
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LEADERS!
National FB.7A and

Preseleetor
We carry
the com-
plete NA-
TIONAL
line at 40
per cent off
the list
price. Write
for catalog
of all Na-
tional prod-ucts. The following are typical of our values.

NATIONAL FB-7A $34.20FB-XA, $47,70; Coils, all ranges at $6.00 each.
S. W.-3, Battery models $17.50. All band spreadand S.W. coil ranges, per pair $3.00.
NAT'L. PRESELECTOR $15.00as illustrated, including one plug in Coil Spe-cify band desired.

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTOR
For all nationally known Radi
Equipment at lowest wholesal
prices. If you want S. W. Trans-
mitting apparatus see us first. He
are a few of the lines we carry
stock at all times:

Cardwell,
Hammarlund,
National,
United
Transformer,
Allen-Bradley,
Weston,
Triplet,

Leichner
Transmitting
Condensers,
Cornell-
Dubilier,
Sangamo,
Pyrex,
Signal, etc., etc.

When in need of S. W. apparatts
the logical place to buy is from
Wholesale Radio Service Company
at LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES!

LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES crt aft
SHORT WAVE AND
TRANSMITTING
EQUIPMENT!

A MFG C61.ss6s
We carry a complete line of Acme Deltaapparatus in stock at all times. Buyfrom us at 40 per cent off list.

New Hammarlund 'Pro'
Standard
A. C. Chas-
sis $79.38
Standard
Battery op-
erated Chas-
sis $67.62
For Metal
Cabinet -
add $8.82
For Crystal
Filter -add.

$23.52
For Automatic vol. con., add 17.64
Set of RCA tested tubes for A.C. model

add 7.17Set of RCA tested tubes for Battery
model, add 7.44

Tubes for AVC model A.C. model 8.35
Tubes for AVC model Battery model 8.64We carry a complete line of all Hammarlund
Products.

iTidteeit
Mounted Transformers

10 V. 4 amp. C. T. with tapped
primary. Ideal for 1 - 203A or
1 or 2 Sylvania 830. Specialprice $1.75
Two 7"., V. - C.T. windings at 5
amps each for 4 R.K. 18's or
800's. Special price $3.95
Filament Transformer. 3500 volt
insulation. Two 5v. 3 amp. wind-
ings and ona 5v. 6 amp. winding.
Special price $3.10

H & H Bleeder Resistors
Furnished com-
plete with endmounting
brackets. No
tap.

100 Watt. 6'/ by 1q Inches
Working Res. YourVolts Ohms

500 50,000
1000 60,000
1000 80,000
1500 100,000

Cost
$1.48

1.58
1.68
1.75

200 Watt. 8'1 by 1 ,A1 Inches
750 50,000 $1.75

1000 60,000 1.88
1500 80,000 1.98

'1000 100,000 3.10
) Indicates double units.

Grid Leaks or Voltage
Dropping Resistors

200 Watts
Ohms Ohms
1000 $ .95 10,000 $1.18
2000 1.05 15,000 1.18
3000 1.12 20,000 1.45
4000 1.15 30,000 1.45
5000 1.18 50,000 1.48

HEADPHONES by Western Elec-
tric, type P-11 or Baldwin type C.
Ordinarily these would cost up to
$7.50. Especially priced at $3.95
PIEZO Astatic Crystal Micro-
phones carried in stock. Type D-
104. Priced low at $12.25

Capy
Mfd.

2
4
2

Precision Crystals are f. b.
7000 - 7300 kc at $3.95
3500 - 4000 kc at 2.95
1700 - 2000 kc at 2.95
S.S. Filter Crystals 525 or

465 5.50
100 kc. Standard Frequency

Bar 5.95
New Bliley Crystal oven,

Type BC -6 7.50
The Old Reliable Bliley

socket type holder 1.40

HOYT Hot Wire
Ammeters

Efficient for small
transmitters. Un-
affected by fre-
quency variations.
Mounts in 2'/" -
hole. Three types:

Range 0 - 1.5 amps. $3.2,4Range 0 - 3. amps.
Range 0 - 5. amps.

Sprague Mounting Oil
Condensers

List Your
Volts Price Cost
1000 $4.50 $2.70
1000 7.00 4.20

2000 8.00 4.80

RCA -Victor Test
Oscillator

Type TMV - 97 A. A self con-
tain -A, modulated R.F. oscillator
for sei vice work on all types of
receivers. Wide frequency range
is covered in 7 steps from (ap-
prox.) 150 KC - 25,000 KC (2000-
12 meters). An attenuator per-
mits adjusting output to anylevel. Employs 2 radiotrons type
30. Requires one 22,/v. "B" and
one 4 '2v. "C" battery. Entireunit enclosed in wrinkle -finish
aluminum case with handle. Your
cost with
tubes, less
batteries

$33.50

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!We are pleased to announce that we have been appointed distributorsfor RCA-DeFOREST transmitting tubes. This rounds out our line, mak-ing it one of the largest and most complete in the country, since we alsocarry a full stock of HY-GRADE SLY VANIA TUBES and LAFAYETTETUBES. Whatever you may require in tubes or in other S. W. equip-ment we have it at lowest wholesale prices.

Type
203A
800
866A

Transmitting Tubes
RCA DeFOREST
Price Type

$17.50 211
10.00 865
5.00 572A

Price
$17.50

12.75
18.50

HY-GRADE SYLVANIA
Type Price Type Price
830 8.75 825 10.00210 4.75 803A 17.50

Type
510C
203A
860
852

Type

L'alayette
Price Type Price
$ 325 866 $ 2.70

10.95 845 10.95
32.95 865 10.75
17.95 211 10.95

NEV EXTRA SPECIAL
800 $ 7.50

jj NEW ADA, you # ph4/to have
FREE CATALOG OF 10,000 BARGAINS
\\ That an amazing Bargain Book this is! Radios great-

est! 80 pages crammed with values from cover to cover.
The big supplement to our Catalog No. 55 listing last
minute price reductions and every latest development.
Over 10.(XX) listings! A Big Special Section devoted ex-
clusively to Short Wave. You can till ,ill your require-

ments at lowest Wholesale Prices. Convert-
ers, coils, condensers. chokes, antenna sys-
tems, crystals and holders, transmitting tubes
and equipment, kits aml sets from 2 to o
tubes . . . in fact anything you need. You
NEED this money saving Book ... so don't
fail to send for your copy . . . TODAY.----,---..-_.---.....-.-...-

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
100 Sixth Ave.. Dept. CQ-44
New York. N. Y.

Send me your FREE Catalog 55-C.
Name

Address

City State

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO
100 Sixth Avinueeek, New York, N.y.,

219 Central Aevvvenuraen,cNewark, N.J.


